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Several commonly used geometric arrangements of 
reinforced concrete folded plate structures were investi­
gated by means of computer solutions. A representative 
prototype simple span structure selected from the computer 
study was analyzed and designed by various methods in ac­
cordance with the currently recommended analysis and design 
(1,2,3)procedure . The results were compared and evaluated
to choose the method which is feasible for actual model and 
prototype construction. One 1/8 scale direct model struc­
ture was built by the recognized methods of similitude and 
was monotonically load tested to failure. The general behav­
iors, the load-deflection relation, the load-strain relation, 
and cracking pattern of the structure were compared with var­
ious theoretical predictions.
The conclusions Justified by the test results combined 
with that of the computer solution study are: 1) the influ­
ence of the geometric parameters, the span-to-rise ratio, 
plate height-to-thickness ratio, the angle between adjoining 
plate and the angle between plate and the horizontal, and
^Superscript numerals in parentheses refer to references 
listed in Bibliography.
iv
disturbances of the edge plates are significant, 2) the 
warping of the cross section is inevitable and must not be 
ignored in the inelastic load range, 3) the service load 
can be predicted quite closely by the linear elastic theory 
considering effects of the relative joint displacements,
4) nonlinear beam theory failed to predict service load but 
predicted yield load, 5) overall load-deflection responses 
cannot be predicted accurately by either method but the load- 
deflection response at the service load can be predicted by 
the elastic method, 6) internal stresses underwent a redis­
tribution with loadings to ultimate, 7) accurate prediction 
of the load-deflection response can be achieved only by 
developing the nonlinear folded plate theory considering the 
warping of the cross section, 8) the actual responses of load- 
deflection and load-strain are three different stages nonlin­
ear and can be expressed by a general equation , where
P = load in psf, x =strain (/Iin./in.) or deflection (in.), 
and a,b= constants.
Folded plate structures are classified into two cate­
gories and two different methods of analysis are recommended 
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In the past forty years a great, deal of work has been 
done in the development of theoretical analysis methods and 
the reliability of the methods for structures based on the 
classical concepts of linear elastic behavior of the mater­
ials . However, these works have demonstrated some serious 
limitations of these methods of analysis. These research 
studies have in turn led to the development and acceptance of 
new concepts - plastic design concepts for structural steel, 
ultimate strength design concepts for reinforced concrete, 
and non-linear mechanics concepts.
Throughout the entire range of loading, the actual 
response of a structural system to applied loads is little 
understood due to the complexity of the real material prop­
erties and the methods of analysis. Other areas that have 
only begun to develop are technology of construction and 
testing of either full-scale or model structures. With 
reference to the complexity of the methods of analysis,
1
electronic high speed digital computers provide the capability 
for handling large complex problems. However, convenience 
does not necessarily imply understanding, and sophisticated 
manipulation does not guarantee that the rational analysis 
will accurately predict the behavior of the physical struc­
ture. Clearly, the ultimate test of any abstraction pro­
posed for use in a mathematical model of a structural system 
is its reliability in making accurate predictions of the 
responses of the real system.
The failure of the classical linear models to yield 
accurate predictions for stresses beyond the elastic range 
has forced the engineer to seek observations of responses 
of actual structural members. Most of the early tests, done 
primarily by Hennebique, Mensch, Emperger, Maillart, and
(4)
Danrusso, dating back to the late loOO's as well as those 
undertaken more recently, have been tests on the components 
of structural systems (beams, columns, etc.) rather than 
tests on systems of the components (space frames, etc.).
Without question, the testing of the large numbers of proto­
type structural (full-scale) systems required for probabil­
istic studies would be impractical as well as expensive.
Also, even in those cases where tests of prototypes are 
feasible, a direct model study can be made to yield much 
more information for a given expenditure of labor and money.
As a consequence, direct modeling technology has received a 
large measure of attention in recent years.
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1.1.2 Prismatic Reinforced Concrete Folded Plate Structures
Only in the last decade have engineers turned their 
attentions to tests of prismatic folded plate structures (.or 
as they are sometimes called, prismatic or hipped plates) 
constructed from their more natural building material - 
reinforced concrete. Thus the response of reinforced con­
crete folded plate structures to applied loads is of funda­
mental importance and needs to be better understood.
This study deals solely with the simple span, symmet­
rical in geometry and loaded about two axes, folded plate 
structures which are composed of rectangular plates connected 
monolithically along the edges supported on two end supporting 
members - end diaphragms or gable frames (Pig. l). The 
structure shown in Pig. I is a typical folded plate structure; 
however, the possible cross section arrangements are almost 
u n l i m i t e d . 5^.6) Although it is principally used for 
roof structures, it has also been adapted to bins, floors and 
even foundations. It offers an economical, simpler, and 
pleasing construction. Because of its inherent stiffness it 
has proven exceptionally economical for longer span struc­
tures in contrast with conventional structures such as slabs 
and beams.
The ASCE Task Committee on shell structures, in December, 
1963^̂  ̂has classified the various analysis methods into four 
categories (Sec. 1.4.1.1.) and recommended the use of the 
ordinary (linear elastic) theory with corrections for relative
Joint displacements. The results of the tests of model 
reinforced concrete folded plate roof sturctures, by Aldridge 
and Scordelis and G e r a s i m e n k o h a v e  indicated that the 
above recommended method will fail by at least one order of 
magnitude to predict the ultimate load deflection responses 
in some of these thin slab-type structures. Some of these 
errors are apparently due to the non-linear and inelastic 
behavior of the cracked concrete. However, Aldridge^?) and 
Calvo^^^) have indicated that the influence of variations 




Fig. 1. Simple span folded plate roof structure
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1.2 Scope of Study
The principal purpose of this study is to critically 
evaluate the currently recommended analyses and design 
procedures in a particular case where study has not been 
done previously. Three major problems in this study are:
1. The influence of variations in geometric parameters,
2. Load-deflection response, and
3. Load-strain relations.
As in the general engineering practice this study was made 
possible only by introduced abstractions and idealization - 
assumptions - which in turn impose serious limitations on 
the subject. The assumptions will be discussed in detail 
in the following chapters. Effects of creep and shrinkage 
were not considered. In fact these effects can be minimized 
by running test in short period and by adding shrinkage 
control curing compound as plastiment, to provide some retar­
dation of concrete.
1.3 Objective of Study
The objective of this study are:
1. To evaluate the currently recommended analysis and
design procedures,
2. To contribute to the knowledge concerning the responses 
of reinforced concrete structural systems in these 
areas: (a) folded plate structures, (b) ultimate
strength technology, (c) strain measuring technology, 
and (d) modeling technology, and
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3. To assist in the development of relevant, compre­
hensive, and reliable non-linear mathematical models 
for use in the design of folded plate structures.
1.4 Literature Review
1.4.1 Analysis
1.4.1.1 Linear elastic ordinary analysis method.
(36)In 1930, Ehlers published the first folded plate 
theory, as distinguished from the ordinary beam theory,, 
based on a linear variation of longitudinal stress in each 
plate with hinged but unyielding Joints. Later in the same 
year - 1930 - Craemer^^^'^^) and Gruber (̂ 9) developed the 
method considering the transverse moments due to continuity 
of the Joints. The method was introduced to this country in 
1947 by Winter and Pei.(^^) The theory dealing with relative 
displacement of Joints was first proposed by Gruber and
Gruening in 1 9 3 2 . Further developments of the theory 
were made by Vlassow,^^^) the Portland Cement Association, 
Gaafar,^^^^ Yitzhaki,^^^'^^^ Brielmaier,Werfel,^^^) 
Rudiger,^Goldberg and Leve,(^^) and Mast.^^^^ The Task 
Committee on Folded Plate Construction in December, 1963 
classified the various linear elastic analysis methods into 
four principal categories as ja) beam method, (b) folded 
plate theory neglecting relative Joint displacements, (c) 
folded plate theory considering relative Joint displacements.
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and (d) elasticity method. There are limitations of applica­
bility for these linear elastic methods and the assumptions 
must be underlined clearly. In addition to the fundamental 
assumptions each of the methods contains its own character­
istic assumptions.
The fundamental assumptions for all the methods are:
1. The material is homogeneous and linearly elastic.
2. The actual deflections are minor related to the over
all configuration of the structure.
3. The principle of superposition holds.
4. Longitudinal joints are fully monolithic with the 
slab acting continuously through the joints.
5. Each supporting end diaphram is infinitely stiff 
parallel to its own plane but is perfectly flexible 
normal to its plane.
Beam Method - This is a conventional beam analysis method 
which assumes a planar variation of longitudinal stress 
across the entire structure. In other words, the structure
is assumed to deflect in such a manner that all points on
the same cross sections deflect the same amount so that the 
cross section maintains its original shape through the 
deflection. Thus the familiar expression f=-^ applies. 
Several authors(5'8,l8,24,25,26,27,30,4) studied the
applicability of this theory to the aggregate cross section 
of the folded plate structure.
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Folded Plate Theory Neglecting Relative Joint Displacements - 
The theory considers one-way slabs in the transverse 
direction and ordinary beams in the longitudinal direction. 
However, the changes in transverse bending moments and in 
longitudinal stresses due to relative Joint displacement 
are considered negligible in comparison with those set up 
by the loading (primary analysis). An equivalent statement 
is that transversely the structural action is to be consid­
ered as a continuous one-way slab supported at the inter­
section of the elastic but relatively rigid longitudinal 
plates. Consequently, the general assumptions implied by 
the beam action are:
1. Longitudinal plate stresses vary linearly across
the width of each plate but the transverse rate of
variations of stress may be different in the various 
plates.
2. Membrane shearing stresses in each plate have negli­
gible effect on the deflection of the structure.
3. In each plate the normal stresses in the transverse 
direction are considered in the equilibrium conditions 
but may be neglected in deflection considerations, and 
those of the continuous one-way slab action are.
4. Slab bending is predominantly a one-way slab action
in the transverse direction, and the longitudinal 
slab bending may be neglected.
5. The torsional resistance of the plates is negligible
9
and, therefore, the stresses and deflections due to 
the torsional stresses may be ignored.
6. Radial shearing stresses normal to the slab have an 
insignificant effect on the deflections of the 
structure.
Winter and Pei^^^) proposed a relatively simple and 
practical technique - a relaxation technique, analogous to 
moment distribution - for computing the stress variation 
across the plate section.
Folded Plate Theory Considering Relative Joint Displacement - 
The theory is identical with the preceding method - Folded 
Plate Theory Neglecting Relative Joint Displacements - except 
that this method takes into account the effect of relative 
displacement of the Joints on the transverse moments and 
membrane stresses. Several practical methods which fall 
into this theoretical category are: â) Vlassow’s Method,
(12,13) (b) Portland Cement Association Bulletin,
(.c) Gaafar's Method, (̂ ^̂  (d) Yitzhaki's Method, 
and (e) Iteration Method.(^^^
The methods presented by Vlassow and the PGA Bulletin 
recommend an analysis of folded plates structures by the 
solution of a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations 
(in general, 2N-2 equations where N is the number of plates) 
on the basis of a Fourier series. Therefore, the accuracies 
of the results will depend on the number of terms employed 
in the Fourier series.
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Gaafar and Yitzhak! used the principle of superposition 
coupled with the principle of virtual displacement and that 
of virtual force respectively to analyze folded plate struc­
tures by solving N-2 simultaneous equations.
Iteration Method - This method takes into account the effect 
of relative joint displacements by successive iterative 
calculations. In many cases the solution diverges.
Elasticity Method - R u d i g e r , a n d  Goldberg and Leve^^^^ 
analyze the folded plate structures by solving 4N simultan­
eous algebraic equations - a combination of the equations 
of the classical plate theory for loads normal to the plane 
and that of the elasticity theory for loads in the plane of 
the plates. The method used by Werfel^^^^ is based on 4(n-l) 
sets of (n-l) simultaneous equations and one set of 2(n-l) 
simultaneous equations. All these methods solve the equations
in terras of a Fourier series and the accuracy depends on the
(22 )higher order terms considered. Mast uses 2(n-l) sets 
of (n-l) simultaneous equations for the first terras of the 
Fourier series, and usually only three sets of (n-l) simul­
taneous equations for higher order terms. These methods apply 
where the plates are relative short compared to the width, 
and where there is no translation of individual joints. It 
requires extensive computations and thus is practical only 
when the computer is available.
The Task Committee on Folded Plate Construction^ 
recommended the use of the Ordinary Theory Considering
11
Relative Joint Displacement in I963. However, the ACI
f 2 )Committee 334 recommended' ' the use of any structural 
analysis "based on elastic behavior and involving assump­
tions which are suitable to approximations of three- 
dimensional elastic behavior."
An extensive bibliography is listed in the ASGE 
Phase I Report on Folded Plate Construction.
1.4.1.2 Inelastic, nonlinear analysis method.
Aldridge and Breen^^^) classified the various ultimate 
strength methods into three separate categories: (l) Beam
Method, (2) Nonlinear Folded Plate Theory, and (3) Modified 
Yield Line Theory.
Beam Method - This method^^^^^^'’̂ -̂’̂ '̂-’̂ ^^ applies the rein­
forced concrete ultimate strength procedures to the entire 
cross section of the folded plate structure as an ordinary 
beam.
Nonlinear Folded Plate Theory - Farmer^^^) used the iterative 
solution by considering nonlinear moment curvature relation­
ships for both the transverse slab strips and the longi­
tudinal plate beams for the folded plate system.
Modified Yield Line Theory - Enami^^O) and Dykes^^l) have 
used Johansen's Yield Line Theory(32,33,34,35) slabs 
to describe the behavior of reinforced concrete models.
An extensive bibliography is listed in "The Literature
ofReview^Reported Results in the Field of Ultimate Strength of
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Reinforced Concrete Folded Plate Structures" which was 
presented by Aldridge and Breen to the ASGE Task Committee
on Folded Plate Construction.
In summary, the development of inelastic methods of 
solution is still in its infancy; however, the limited test 
data (see 1.4.2) have shown promising correlation with 
various inelastic methods at ultimate.
1.4.2 Previous Tests(7'23)
Only the principal investigations of reinforced con­
crete folded plate structures - model and/or prototype - test 
data are listed below.
(a) Enami. In 1957 at the University of Tokyo Enami(30j44,
tested twelve motar models (Table 1.1), four simple
V-shaped unit, five hat (/ \ )-shaped unit and three in­
scribed polygon-shaped {four plates inscribed in a cylinder 
) unit, to collapse by inverting them in the opening of 
a box filled with water. Load was applied normal to the 
plates by hydraulic head, and deflections were measured. 
Eleven of twelve models failed quite closely according to 
normal yield line patterns but one with simple span support 
failed like a beam. Enami's principal conclusion was that 
the behavior of the structures could be predicted with a 
modified limit analysis which refers to the changing moment 
pattern and closely resembles the yield line theory. Un­
doubtedly the test results showed pronounced nonlinear 
effects over a wide load range.
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Enami also pointed out that the ultimate load of the 
one, which did not follow the yield line pattern, was some­
what higher than predicted by simple beam theory. This 
appears reasonable since the test method restrains rotation 
























2 1 1 53.86 yes Simple yes
2 1 1 53.86 yes Fixed yes
2 1 1 53.86 yes Simple no
3 ( ^ ) 2 1 1 36.39 yes Simple yes
2 1 1 36.39 yes Simple yes
3(/^) 2 1 1 36.39 yes Simple yes
3(/^) 2 1 1 36.39 yes Fixed yes
2 1 1 27.42 yes Simple yes
2 1 1 27.42 yes Fixed yes
2(/\) 0.5 1 0.5 26,93 yes Simple yes
3 ( ^ ) 0.5 1 0.5 18.20 yes Simple yes
0.5 1 5 13.70 yes Simple yes
Table 1.1 Dimensions, shape and support conditions of Enami's 
models
(b) Benito. In 1957 Benito tested one 1/15 scale model 
of a prestressed folded plate roof section of interlocking 
triangular-shaped plates twelve centimeters thick at the
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Central Laboratory of the College of Civil Engineering in 
Madrid; however, no test data are available on the model 
test.
(c) Sender. In 1958 Senler^^^^ tested one simple support 
reinforced mortar model of an irregular section ( \/\/^) 
loaded with the sand bags as reported by Poseyj^^^ Failure 
appeared near end diaphragms due to shearing stresses. 
However, the first noticed cracking was flexural. A factor 
of safety against collapse of 2.8 was noted.
(d) Syracuse. Professor Wasil directed the reporting of 
results of a single test of a simply supported five plate 
hat-shaped model which was conducted under the direc­
tion of Moorman^^^^ at Syracuse University in 1959. The 
model with the following dimensions in feet: Span 26,
width 13.67, rise 4, and plate thickness 0.125 was rein­
forced in accordance with the folded plate theory consider­
ing relative Joint displacements and was tested by means of 
sand bag loading. Good correlation for measured deflections 
and steel strains were noted for symmetrical loads beyond 
about twenty-five percent of the ultimate strength computed 
by using the cracked section theory ignoring the reinforced 
steel in the inclined plates. The underestimated failure
by twenty percent might be caused by the ignored steel in 
the sloping plate. Further, it is possible that the sand 
bag piles may produce non-uniformly distributed load.
(e) Dykes. In 196O, Dykes 3̂1) performed the tests of six
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simple two V-shaped reinforced mortar models. These models 
represented a move from simple slab towards stressed skin 
construction rather than true shell type with the basic 
dimensions in inches: Span 295.0, width 20.5, rise 6.80
and plate thickness 0.5. All models were reinforced at the 
middepth plane of the plates with steel wire mesh (1.3 per­
cent constant steel percentage). All models were supported 
vertically and laterally along (a) two edges, (b) one edge 
and both ends, or (c) two edges and both ends and were 
loaded to collapse by a lever system which distributed 
discrete point loads. This loading simulated a uniform 
load (loading points located on four inch centers longi­
tudinally and transversely). The author's principal con­
clusion was that the collapse load for all cases could be
predicted within 10.7 percent, by using Yield Line Theory.
(25)(f) Edwards. In I961 Edwards reported the test of a 
single prototype pretensioned reinforced concrete folded 
plate structure of a two plate V-shaped unit which was 
designed for thirty pounds per square foot using the simple 
beam theory. The unit was precast as single plates and 
later joined by welding #3 dowel bars on sixteen inch centers 
and then grouting the joint. The unit was uniformly loaded 
to 158 psf where the test was discontinued. No attempt was 
made to describe the behavior of the structure but the ratio 
of the moment capacity provided to the required moment 
capacity, calculated with the Whitney stress block ignoring 
10 of 22 strands, was 1.37.
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(g) Chacos and Scalzl. In I961, Chacos and Scalzi^^^^ 
carried out a test of simple supported reinforced mortar 
model of a three plate hat-shaped unit (/ \) to collapse
hy a loading of bricks applied to the top plate only. The 
ratio of test moment to calculated moment by using the 
Whitney stress block and simple beam theory was 0.982. 
j(h) Schwaighofer and Seethaler. Schwa ighofer and See thaler
(27) conducted the test of a single post-tensioned proto­
type reinforced concrete folded plate structure of Y-shape. 
The design of the prototype was preceded by a study of a 
plastic model which indicated that transverse ties across 
the top of the section (both at the supports as well as 
interior to the span) would adequately control the trans­
verse bending. Consequently, the prototype was designed 
as a simple beam. The unit was simply supported and was 
uniformly loaded with concrete blocks to 230 psf where the 
test was discontinued. No comments were made regarding the 
ultimate strength of the section.
(i) Glanville. In 1963 Olanvillel^G) tested three simple 
supported pretensioned prototype folded plate roof sections 
of V-shape to collapse loaded with a four point compression 
whiffle tree made of I-beams. The first unit was prestressed 
with straight tendons and was made of normal weight concrete, 
while the remaining two units were made of lightweight con­
crete and prestressed with draped tendons. All the units 
were stiffened with tie bars in lieu of end diaphragms.
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Using the simple beam theory coupled with the Whitney stress 
block and the actual steel stress obtained from a stress- 
strain diagram^ Glanville was able to predict the ultimate 
capacities of all the units within 5 percent.
(•j) Bikhovsky, et. al. Bikhovsky, Hemmerling, Korenev, 
Rzhanitsin, and Rouchimskyt^^) tnade the tests of scaled 
shell models of the inscribed polygon shape made up with 
pre-cast units at the Central Research Institute for Build­
ing Structures (Russia). The results of the tests have 
apparently not been reported, unless in Russia.
(k) Phanasomburana. In 19^3 Phanasomburana^^O) tested a 
single 1/5 scale model reinforced concrete folded plate 
unit of five plates ( V ^ )  with basic dimensions in centi­
meters: plate thickness 5; plate width 72.1, span 400j 
cantilever overhangs 50 over each end and rise 40. The 
unit was simply supported on end diaphragms and columns 
and was uniformly loaded with sand bags and pig iron bars. 
However, the test was discontinued prior to failure. The 
cracking of the structure was predominantly longitudinal 
flexural, but was accompanied by minor diagonal tension 
cracking at load levels near the maximum applied load 
which had a load factor of 4.04 against collapse. No 
transverse cracking was noted.
(l) Vishwanath, et. al. In 1965 Vishwanath, Mhatre, and 
Seetharamulu(^3) tested a single supported ferro-cemento 
pre-cast prototype folded plate of an inverted trapezoidal
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unit (~\ r) loaded by a discrete point loading which simu­
lated a uniform line load at two edges of the bottom plats. 
The basic dimensions of the structure were: plate thickness 
1 inch, plate width 10.24 ft., span 17.5 ft., rise 
2.12 ft. The ferro-cemento panels were cast as a single 
plate which had two layers of galvanized steel mesh (3/4 " x 
3/4 " X l6 guage) reinforcement separated by mild steel 
bars designed for longitudinal plate bending. Later panels 
were joined by welding #3 dowel bars at joints and then 
: grouting the joints. The structure failed in longitudinal 
shear at the edges. It was also noted that the free edge 
disturbances on the deflections and strains of the top edge 
lines were quite significant.
(m) Scordelis and Gerasimenko. In February, 1966 Scordelis 
and Gerasimenko(8) tested two simple supported reinforced 
concrete models of six plate hat-shape ( ) to col­
lapse. Both units had the dimensions in inches: plate width 
= 30, span = 70, thickness = 1.5, rise = 5. Model "a " was 
designed by a folded plate analysis based on the elasticity 
method while Model "b" was designed by elementary beam 
theory. The models were loaded at each interior joint by 
equal concentrated loads to approximate distributed line 
loads throught a "whiffle-tree" system of simple beams 
interconnected by wires and threaded rods to the load points 
on the models. General behavior, cracking, deflections, and 
strains for each model were observed. Both models indicated
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significant relative Joint displacements under the service 
load. Thus the models responded in a manner predicted by 
the folded plate theory and not by the beam theory. The 
first visible cracks, transverse cracks normal tq, the longi- 
tudinal axis caused-by longitudinal stresses, diagonal 
tension cracks near the supports, and cracks in the dia­
phragms occurred at 2.25 times, and 1.34 times the service 
load for models a and b respectively. These cracking 
patterns were almost identical except that crackings in 
Model b were more pronounced and wider. Ultimate failure 
occurred at 4.5 times the service load in both models 
caused by diagonal tension cracking in the shell near the 
supports, and cracking in the supporting diaphragms that 
was produced by warping of the diaphragms induced by longi­
tudinal strain in the plate elements. Both models sustained 
large mid-span deflections (1.6 in* for Model a and 3 in. 
for Model b before ultimate failure. It was concluded that 
ordinary folded plate theory could be used to predict the 
behavior in the working load range.while either folded 
plate theory or elementary beam theory will yield a satis­
factory design in terms of deflections at working load, 
ultimate strength, and over-all behavior.
(n) Aldridge. In 1966, four reinforced microconcrete models 
simple span folded plate structures (1/8 scale) of six 
plates hat shape were loaded to collapse, three of
the four conducted by Aldridge/one by Calvo^-^) by
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using "whiffle-tree" loading system through 512 discrete 
points to approximate a uniform loading at the University 
of Texas. All the units had the dimensions, width 4'-3/4", 
span 8'-0", plate thickness 4", rise (r ) 11.5" span/rise 
= 8.35 except the fourth unit had 4'-0" span length. Models 
1 and 2 were reinforced concrete model designed with folded 
plate theory, neglecting relative joint displacements and 
considering relative joint displacements for 1 and 2 
respectively. The third unit was pretensioned reinforced 
concrete model designed, with the folded plate theory con­
sidering relative joint displacements. The fourth unit 
was designed with folded plate theory considering joint 
displacements. The general behavior, cracking, deflections, 
and ultimate strength were observed. The overall cracking 
behavior of models 1, 2, and 3 were predominantly longi­
tudinal action (transverse crack normal to the longitu­
dinal axis) and only minor cracking in the direction of the 
ridge lines was noted. On the other hand the cracking in 
the direction of the ridge lines of the short model., Model 
4, was more nearly balanced with flexural and diagonal 
tension cracking. The load-deflection response predictions 
by the linear elastic theory were too small in respect to 
the observed deflections. The ultimate strengths were 
predicted closely by ordinary reinforced concrete ultimate 
strength methods for simple beams (Nonlinear Beam Theory). 
The principal conclusions were: (l) the ultimate load
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carrying capacities of the test structures were predicted 
closely by the Nonlinear Beam Theory, (2) The load-deflec­
tion responses predicted by the Nonlinear Beam Theory were 
in slightly better agreement than by that of the linear 
elastic theories, (3) The currently recognized linear 
elastic theories will provide a safe but uneconoraically 
designed structure.
There is a good reason to believe that the end dia­
phragms supported on lubricated roller cages used in that 
test may provide the ideal simply supported boundary con­
dition; however, it may also cause additional rotation of 
the end diaphragms which in turn produce additional de­
flection on the structure (deflection = rotation x dis­
tance) .
CHAPTER II
METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
FOLDED PLATE STRUCTURES
2.1 Linear Elastic Analysis Methods
Only two methods of the four categories listed in the 
introduction (1.4.1.1), Folded Plate Theory Neglecting Rel­
ative Displacements and Folded Plate Theory Considering Rel­
ative Joint Displacements are considered herein. For the
other two methods the interested reader is referred to the
(5,8,18,24,25,26,27,30,41,20,
bibliography of the papers 
22,51)
listed at the end of this dissertation. Actually
the method of "Folded Plate Theory Considering Relative
Joint Displacements" covers the methods of "Folded Plate
Theory Neglecting Relative Joint Displacements." With the
fundamental and general assumptions listed in Sec. 1.4.1.1,
the principle of superposition is applied with either the
principle of virtual displacement (similar to the Influence
Deflection Method for ordinary frame analysis) as suggested 
(15)
by Gaafar or the principle of virtual force as.suggested 
(16,17)
by Yitzhaki in this analysis. Consequently, this
analysis is divided into three parts, 1) Basic analysis, con­
sists of two steps: (a) transverse slab analysis and (b)
longitudinal plate analysis, 2) Correction Analysis
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and 3) Superposition (see Fig. 2.1). In this study the 
principle of virtual force and the principle of super­
position are employed. The analysis will be described in 
detail in Fig. 2.1 (Illustration of the principle of super­
position, p.25) .
2.1.1 Basic Analysis
The Basic Analysis is actually a "Folded Plate Theory
Neglecting Relative Joint Displacements" as first presented
(11)in this country by Winter and Pei
(a) Transverse slab analysis - All surface loads are consid­
ered as carried transversely by the plate acting as a series
of continuous one-way slabs unyielding supported at the joints, 
(see Fig. 2.1b). Either the three-moment equation, slope- 
deflection, or moment distribution method can be used to com­
pute the slab moments, the shears, and the reactions at each 
joint. Moment distribution is used in this study in hand 
calculations.
(b) Longitudinal plate analysis - The joint reactions ob­
tained in transverse slab analysis are resolved into plate 
loads in the planes of the plates, fn,n-i = rn|^^
in=Tn,n-r %.| n (see sec. 2.3.1), and from these loads
computing the longitudinal stresses, and the free edge 
stresses in the plates by the elastic equations on the assump­
tion that each plate carries its load independently of each 
other, considering each plate to be hinged along the longitudinal
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direction and reacted by shears along the plate plane at end
diaphragms. Usually unequal free edge stresses result on
the two sides of a common joint of two adjacent plates.
This incompatibility should not exist, and longitudinal
shears will develop at the joints to equalize the edge
stresses. The equalized edge stresses can be achieved
either by solving simultaneous first-degree equations of(18)
compatible longitudinal stresses or free edge stress
(11)distribution , a relaxation technique analagous to moment 
distribution. The free edge stress distribution method which 
is a relatively quick and simple method was used in this study 
for hand solutions. The longitudinal shearing forces, Ng, 
...N̂ , ..., that occur at each joint to equalize the edge 
stresses need not be directly computed. On the contrary, 
the equalized edge stresses can be directly computed by 
distributing the unbalanced free edge stresses in proportion 
to the relative reciprocals of the plate areas, and carrying 
over to the other end by factor of -0.5 (see sec. 2.3-2 for 
stress distribution factors).
From the equalized edge stresses, the plate deflections 
at mid-span (maximum deflections) can be computed, (6n) at 
mid-span= (-fn_,̂n-fn,n-i) (see sec. 2.3-3), and relat­
ive joint displacements are obtained geometrically either by 
analytical or graphical (a Williot diagram) methods. The 
analytical method is used in this study and the equations
/ / / / ' / /
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ô̂n+l = ■*■ "siô n ( 2.29 )
in (2-31)
(See sec. 2.3.4 for equations (2.28), (2.29) and
(2.31).)
Generally speaking, where the span-to-rise (L/R) 
ratio and thickness-to-plate height (slab span) ratio are 
small, the "elastic supports" (plate joints) are relatively 
rigid and the relative joint displacements computed will be 
comparatively small. In other words the relative joint dis­
placements are negligible. Consequently, the correction 
analysis can be ignored, and the preceding analysis will be 
referred to as a method of "folded plate theory neglecting 
joint displacements."
2.1.2 Correction Analysis
If the relative displacements ( An_i, 4n etc. ) are sig­
nificant; in other words all joints deflect unequally, the 
correction analysis is required for both of the transverse 
one-way slab analysis and the longitudinal plate analysis in 
the basic analysis which satisfies only the statics condition. 
From the relative displacements the fixed-end moments can be 
found, for a hinged end M^SEI-^ , for the ends fixed M^6EI-^, 
and the end moments, the shears and the reactions at each
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joint can be obtained by following the same procedure of the 
transverse slab analysis in the basic analysis. The joint 
reactions obtained in the analysis due to the relative joint 
displacement created in the basic analysis should not exist, 
and will be corrected to null by applying an arbitrary coup­
le successively to each plate. Practically a virtual unit 
couple (1 ft. #) is used and N-2 unknowns, which nullify the 
joint reactions, are determined by solving the N-2 simultan­
eous equations. The procedure in this correction analysis 
is the same as in the basic analysis except sine curve dis­
tributions are assumed for both the loading and the deflec­
tions instead of uniform load and parabolic deflection curves 
(see sec. 2.3)•
2.1.3 Superposition
The results of the basic analysis are combined with 
those of correction analysis to give the final forces, shears, 
moments, stresses, and displacements.
2.2 Nonlinear, Inelastic Analysis Methods
In this study only one method. Nonlinear Beam Method,
(52)
will be considered. This method has been well documented ,
and has been widely accepted as a research tool. Nonlinear
Beam Method uses the simple theory coupled with the Whitney
(52)
stress block or Hognestad stress block and the actual 
steel stress obtained from a stress-strain diagram as done
(26) . (7)by Glanville and Aldridge . In this study a Fortran
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(7)
computer program LDDFN, which has been developed by Aldridge 
was used and is listed in Appendix A. The program computes the 
load-deflection and the load-moment responses of simple span 
reinforced concrete beams of generalized cross section loaded 
with uniformly distributed load or one or two concentrated 
loads. The program consists of a main program and three sub­
routines, AXLD, CMOM, SHAPE. Subroutine AXLD consists of two 
parts; the first part calculates the force in the concrete in 
the beam by using a modified Hognestad stress block and the 
assumption that strain distribution is linear (Bernoulli's 
hyperthesis), (see Fig. 2.6). The latter part calculates the 
forces in the steels in the beam by using actual stress ob­
tained from a stress-strain curve which are read in the main 
program. With the forces and their locations on the cross 
section known, the resisting moment is calculated. Subroutine 
CMOM calculates the moment diagram, the values at each incre­
ment along the beam, for a single concentrated load, or two 
equal concentrated loads at any point on the beam, or a uni­
form load on the beam. Subroutine SHAPE uses the conjugate
beam method and numerical integration (developed by Newmark
(53)




















2.3 Derivation of Equations




Fig. 2.2 Plate loads resolved from the 
vertical joint loads
- A & W = ' - n ( ' - ^ )  (2-1)





Fig. 2.2b Plate n as F.B.
2.3.1a Maximum plate stresses at mid-span.
For uniform load,
On ô S n
For sine curve load, . 4n̂ ,n = ~~Fn,n-i Tî̂ On
(2.6)
(2.7)
(here See Eq. (2.24))
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2.3.2 Free Edge Stresses Distribution
The free edge stresses are mathematically analogous 
to fixed end moments; the relative reciprocals of the plate 
areas are analagous to the relative stiffness factors ; and 
the carry-over factor of -1/2 is analogous to 1/2 in the 
moment distribution.
Free edge stresses
Stresses due to shear­
ing force, Nn at joint 
n
Equalized edge stresses
Fig. 2.3 Free edge stress distribution
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The longitudinal shearing force which represents the 
sum of all the shearing stresses (N= Jvt dx) along the plate 
edge causes direct and flexural stresses at the cross section:
In plate n, (fn-l,n) (2.8)
due to Nn Anh Ân'
(fn,n-l) (2.9)
due to Nn An 5n An 'An/
Carry over factor from ,r .
joint n to joint n-l, Cn, n-l = ' "-i,"J<lueto Nn =-*y^
-b Nn
Similarly:
In plate n +1, (fn, n^l) (2.10)
due to Nn ^
(fn+i, n ) = 2(.^) (2.11)
due to Nn ""v
Carry over factor from joint n to joint n+1, Cn, ntl=~^/z
Equalized edge stresses, fn=fryi-j+4:̂ z-Fn,n+i—An ' An+I
Solving for Nn, gives Nn = (2.12)
Substituting into eqs. (2.9) and 2.10)
Therefore,
Stress distribution factor of plate n at joint n,
^ V aL i




2.3.3 Plate Deflections Expressed in Terms of Equalized 
Edge Stresses
Based on the general assumptions (1.4.1.1), the plate 
deflection, S can be expressed by the familiar second order 
ordinary differential equation, Ic. terms of the
moment and material properties, E and I. Further, the mom­
ent ,M can be expressed in terms of equalized edge stresses. 
Consequently, the plate deflection can be expressed in terms 
of equalized edge stresses, material properties and plate 
dimensions as follows:
From Fig. 2.4 d8= = S c Ê l (2-17)
" Ct Ct CvtC* n Eh
From the elementary theory 
of strength of material,
fci-Ct
Solving for M from (2.17) and (2.18), yields.




;a) For uniform load, the center span deflection (maximum 
deflection) which is very familiar to engineers, is:
W = - â l r  .(2-20)
By substituting eq. (2.19) into eq.( 2.20), yields:
^  ̂  C-fb-ft ) = - ̂  (2.21)
(b) For sine curve load, the center span deflection (maximum 
deflection) can be obtained by integrating twice of the second 
order differential equation of the deflection curve of beam,
, then expressing in terms of the equalized edge 
stresses by using eq. (2.19).
_-|»5in(Çx)  sine curve load
—  ■*' Fig. 2.4a, Sine curve
loading
From elementary theory of Strength of Materials, ^
V(shear) = (sine curve load)dx r_Jf 5;n(ix)dx» (2.22)
B.C@x = ̂  , V = 0, yields 0^=0
M =  jv dx = ̂ ,tSm(Tt^)+p{^" (2.23)
B.C@x = 0, M=0, yields Cg = 0
Max. M occurs at center span and M = 12f (2.24)max r
Slope ^  = (̂ -25)
B.C@x=-^^ 0 = 0, gives C^= 0
O
Plate deflection o'= _ ( e J x - - ^ g (2-26)
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B.C@x=o (or X = L^^=ogives Ci^=0
By substituting eq.(2.19) into eq. (2.26), gives (2.27)








Fig. 2.5 Relative joint displacements - Williot diagrams
.. Ap̂n-i
Co50(fl
~ ^ n ^  àft4l CO<:Ofo
(2.28)
(2.29)
Similarly, A„.i „ - AzL - à„ coi o(,.,
SmC(n.,
(2.30)
From eqs. (2.28) and 2.30), yields 
An' \n-t“ +5„(cof o(„+ coic(̂ ,) - (2.31)
CHAPTER III
COMPUTER STUDY OF VARIOUS GEOMETRIC ARRANGEMENTS 
OP FOLDED PLATE STRUCTURES
3.1 Analysis Parameters
The forces (axial, shear, and moment) in folded 
plate structures are functions of L(span), h(plate height), 
t(plate thickness (the angle between plate and the hori­
zontal) and0̂ the angle between adjacent plates, o( main­
tained not less than 15° and not more than 165°), and this 
can be expressed mathematically as F(f,v,m) = f (L,h,t,</»,« 
). Since R(rise) is a function of h, 0̂ and , the force 
function can be rewritten as F (f,v,m) — f (L,R,t). These 
parameters influence the range of applicability for a 
specific folded plate method listed in Sec. 1.4.1.1, and 
has been used to define practical limits of pure "beam" 
or pure "shell" behavior by several authorsj^'^'^^) The 
stiffness, usually used in measuring the rigidity of a 
beam, is defined as that force (reaction, moment, etc.) 
which, when applied to a beam, will cause a unit deflection 
(a unit displacement, a unit rotation, etc.). Conse­
quently, stiffness, transverse and longitudinal, is a
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function of parameters mentioned above, and can be used 
to relate the interaction between beam and slab in the 
folded plate structure. Transverse and longitudinal stiff­
nesses can be derived from the equations in Sec. 2.3 as 
follows :
(a) Transverse Stiffness, for Forces
.Ef,
R (or V) oc (3.2) ^
Ma and e J(̂ )oc^ A  (3.1)
Substituting into eq. (3.2) with eq. (3.1) and 
dropping constants, yields R(or V)oc (j /A (3.3)
KtOc(-̂ )̂  with 6=1, (3.4)
(b) Longitudinal Stiffness, for Forces
(from eqs. 2.1 & 2.5) (3.5)
(from eq. 2.6) (3.6)
(from eq. 2.21 ) (3.7)
An ocia PC j.* oc (from eq. 2.31) (3.8)
rn=2:B^ (3.9)
An = L (3.10)
Thus the transverse and longitudinal rigidity can
be measured by K.̂ .oc(~)a and respectively, and
a relative rigidity coefficient C. between longitudinal and 
transverse action can be expressed as,
<3.11)
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The relative rigidity coefficient C has been used by several 
authors (^,7,41) gg g definition of the range of applica­
bility for a specific folded plate method. If the plate 
thickness-to-plate height ratio (t/h) and the span-to-rise 
(L/r ) are small, the longitudinal deflection is small with 
respect to that of the transverse, and relative rigidity 
coefficient, C is much smaller. Therefore, the edges will 
remain in their position and the slab action prevails.
This is the basic assumption for the plate theory neglecting 
joint displacements. However, if the t/h and the L/R are 
big, the longitudinal deflection is big with respect to 
that of the transverse (C is bigger) and effect of joint 
displacements cannot be ignored. Consequently beam action 
takes place and in the limiting case the structure behaves 
like an ordinary beam.
3.2 Range of Applicability for the Various Analysis Methods 
Eq. (3.11) can be written as , where k is a
constant. (3.12)
In usual engineering practice, the folded plate 
structure has normally a limited range of the h/t ratio,
20 to 24 for reinforced concrete structures; therefore, 
the lower or higher limit of the L/R ratio may be developed 
by using Eq. (3.12) for the various analysis methods.
Whitney, Anderson, and Birnbaum^^) have described 
folded plate structures for small, intermediate and long 
structures by using Eq. (3.12), analogous to the classification
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of short, intermediate and long columns based on the slender- 
ratio. These authors recommended the use of different 
analysis methods based on the L/R ratio as tabulated in 
Table 3.1:








Folded Plate Theory Neglecting 
Relative Displacement
Folded Plate Theory Considering 
Relative Displacement
Beam Theory designed by ultimate 
strength or working stress 
methods with the investigation 
for the effects of deflection 
and that of load on the end 
plate.
Table 3.1 Solution methods recommended by Whitney, et.al. 
for different values of the L/R ratio.
A similar classification was made of most of the 
previously tested models and prototype structures listed 
in the previous test data (Sec. 1.4.2) by Aldridge^^^
(Fig. 3.1). The author based his study on a slightly modi­
fied version of the general equation (Eq. 3.12). The equa­
tion used was:
L/R = a /h/t (3.13)
Wherê  a is a constant dependent upon the folded plate 
system. In this figure, the test structures are separated 
by two arbitrary dividing curves with a» 1.58 and a =. 2.00,
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which tends to distinguish the "beam" type failures from 
those of the "slab" type failures. The letters "L", "T",
"DL" represent "beam", "slab" and "shear diagonal tension" 
failure respectively. Clearly the most of the previously 
tested structures fell into the intermediate range j(L/R-=
4 to 12) with h/t ratios greater than 15. The effect of 
variations in span to rise ratios of folded plate struc­
tures was also studied by Calvq/^^) who reported that 
changes of transverse moment at some Joints as high as 
1700̂  for l/r of 19.6 compared with the basic transverse 
moment due to joint displacement calculated by the linear 
elastic plate theory.
(See page 4l for Figure 3.1 Dimensional Parameters and 
Collapse Mode)
3.3 Computer Study of Various Geometric Arrangements of 
Prototype Folded Plate Structures
The principal objective of this computer study was 
to find the effects of geometric parameters on the various 
shapes of ordinary folded plate structures. From this 
study a representative prototype structure was selected 
for a direct model test.
The prototype simply supported folded plate struc­
tures used in this study were:
1. 6-plates sawtooth unit ( W V  Fig. 3.2.1),


































Numerals in parenthesis indicates 






(* - /R ) S p a n /R ise
Figure 3.1 Dimensional param eters & collapse m ode (7)
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3. 8-plates unit Fig. 3.2.4) with the h/t
ratio of l8, 19.2, 24 and 36, the L/R ratio between 
2 and 46.8, and various lengths of cantilever edge 
plate.
All structures were symmetrical in geometry and loading 
(constant plate thickness of 3.75 in. or 4.0 in. with live 
load of 30 PSP on the horizontal projection) and were 
solved with Fortran computer programs named YIT3 (for 3- 
plates symmetrical) and YIT4 (for 4-plates symmetrical)
(see Appendix B). These programs were originally written 
by Aldridge(^) and were later modified by the writer.
These programs were developed using Yitzhaki's methodt^?) - 
one of the folded plate theories which considers the effect 
of joint displacements. The salient features of the forces 
(transverse moments and longitudinal stresses) versus the 
l/r are shown in Figures 3.3.1 to 3.3.8. Clearly all 
Figures 3.3.1 to 3.4 show that all curves are flat at the 
beginning and the ending indicating the slab action in 
first range, beam action in the last range and mixed action 
in middle range.
The pure beam action takes place when the L/R is 
infinite; however, beam action prevails when the L/R>50 
for all structures.
Figures also show that curves with shorter edge 
plates scatter more indicating the disturbance caused by 
edge plates (see curves laic, laid vs. Ia3c and la3d in
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fig. 3.3.1). The influence of edge plate on range of slab 
action is also shown in the figures. For instance, in 
figure 3.3.1, range of slab action for structure lal with 
h'=.l/2h is shown by the L/R ratio between 0 to 9 in com­
pared to the l/r ratio between 0 to 15 with that of struc­
ture la3 with h'= h.
The effects of variation of ®(n and in different 
types of cross section can be seen with comparison between 
figure 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Curves in figure 3.3.2 scatter 
more and range of slab action becomes shorter than that of 
figure 3.3.1.
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Str. t(in.) R(ft.) h(ft.) ^(Degree) h/t R/t h'(ft.)
lal 3
la2 4 2.052 6 20 18 6.2 4.5
la3 6
Ibl 3
lb2 3.75 2.052 6 20 19.2 6.6 4.5
lb3 6
Icl 4
lc2 4 2.736 8 20 24 8.2 6
lc3 8
Idl 4
ld2 4 4 8 34 24 12.0 6
ld3 8
lei 6
le2 4 6 12 30 36 18.0 9
le3 12
Figure 3.2.1 6-Plates sawtooth unit
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Str. t(in.) R(ft.) h(ft.) <̂ g(Degree) ^^(Degree) h/t R/t h'(ft.)
2a 1 3
2a2 4 2.052 6 20 7.5 18 6.2 4.5
2a3 6
2bl 3
2b2 3.75 2.052 6 ?0 7.5 19.2 6.6 4.5
2b3 6
2cl 4
2c2 4 2.736 8 20 7.5 24 8.2 6
2c3 8
Figure 3.2.2 6-Plates hat unit (
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Str. t(in.) R(ft.) h(ft.) ^(Degree) ^(Degree) h/t R/t h'(ft.)
3al 3
3a2 4 2.835 6 20 7.5 18 8.5 4.5
3a3 6,
3bl 3
3b2 3.75 2.835 6 20 7.5 19.2 9.6 4.5
3b3 6
3cl 4
3c2 4 3.780 8 20 7.5 24 11.35 6
3o3 8




Strs. 4al, 4a2, 4a3
Descriptions of structures
Str. t(in.} Rj(ft.) h(ft. ) ^(Degree) h/t R/t h'(ft.)
4a 1 4
4a2 4 2.736 8 20 24 8.2 6
4a3 8


























Figure 5.3.1 M /wR*v s  L/R,
Structures lal,la3,lcll and ld3.
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Figure 5.3.2 m/wR* v s  l/l.


























Figure 5»3.3 m/wR* v s  L/R.Structures 3al,3a3,3bl,3t>3,3cl and 3c3«
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,Ŝ 3D_
Figure 5.3.4 ĵ /wR̂  vs l/R.
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Figure 3.3.6 f/(wli/tR) vs l/R.









Figure 3.3.7 f/(wL*/tR) vs l/R .

















Figure 3.3.8 f/(wL^/tR) vs L/r. .
Structures 4al,4a2 and 4a3 .
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3.4 Conclusion
The results of the computer study may be summarized 
as follows:
(a) Common characteristics for all structures with a similar 
section ( 0(n , ^  are constant) are:
1. The slab action prevails for the high h/t and low 
values of l/r , and conversely beam (longitudinal) 
action prevails for the lower h/t and higher L/R.
If L/R = oo , the structures behave like an ordinary 
beam and f ) are constant). However,
the transverse moments are not zero. This will be 
called "pure beam action". This characteristic 
actually demonstrates the validity of Eq. (3.11) 
which expresses the relation between longitudinal 
and transverse rigidity.
2. The effects of edge plate cantilever are extremely 
significant. The slab action deviates more from 
the beam action in the shorter cantilever.
(b) For different types of cross section, the effects of 
variation of and are significant. The slab action 
deviates more from beam action in the flat system ( \/ ) 
with small angles ofn and <f>n • The ranges of slab and beam actions 
varn with the different types of section. The linear 
elastic solution methods related to the range of the L/R
are tabulated in Table 3.4.
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Slab action range 
L/R/ 9 for h'/h <3/4 
\15 for h'/h >,3/4
The folded plate theory 
neglecting joint displace­
ments
(V\/\/ ) Mixed actions range 
L/R^ 9 for h'/h <3/4 
/15 for h'/h^3/4





Slab action range 
L/R / 4 for h'/h <3/4 
\5 for h'/h 2 3/4
The folded plate theory 
neglecting joint displace­
ments
Mixed action range 
L/R^4 for h'/h <3/4 
>5 for h'/h %3/4





Slab action range 
L/R/ 6 for h'/h <3/4 
\10 for h'/h ;̂ 3/4
The folded plate theory 
neglecting joint displace­
ment
Mixed action range 
L/R^ 6 for h'/h <3/4 
/lO for h'/h %3/4





Slab action range 
L/R/ 7.5 for h'/h< 3/4 
<10 for h'/h^3/4
The folded plate theory 
neglecting joint displace­
ment
Mixed action range 
L/R'̂  7.5 for h'/h <3/4 
/lO for h'/h >3/4
The folded plate theory 
considering joint displace­
ment
, Table 3.4 Solution Methods Recommended By 
Linear Elastic Methods 
Where the L/R >50, beam action prevails in all folded 
plate structures regardless of section and the beam theory
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may be used for analysis and design. However, there is no 
way to determine transverse moments by this method unless 
some assumption is made for the determination of these moments. 
For example, a completely reasonable analysis method might 
include the beam method for longitudinal stresses and a one­
way slab on unyielding supports for the transverse moments.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF 
THE TEST SPECIMEN
4.1 General
Following careful comparison and evaluation of the 
results of the computer study of various geometric arrange­
ments (Chapter 111) a representative prototype structure
(Fig. 4.1), which has ordinary dimensions (its existence in
(5)the form of real structures is obvious ), was selected for 
a direct model test (1/8 scale). This particular geometri­
cal arrangement has not been previously investigated.
The selected prototype structure was first analyzed 
and designed by two different linear elastic methods —  the 
folded plate theory neglecting relative joint displacements 
and the folded plate theory considering relative joint dis­
placements —  in accordance with the "ASCE Task Committee's 
(1) (2) 
Report" , the "ACl Committee on Shell Structures" , and
"ACl 318-63, Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Con- 
(3)
Crete" (Sec. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). The results of the two 
different analyses and designs were compared and evaluated 
to choose the method feasible for actual construction (Sec.
59
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4.2.3)• The overall behaviors of prototype structure, moment- 
rotation and load-deflection responses, were then calculated 
by the "Program LDDFN" representing a nonlinear beam method 
(Sec. 4.3). Finally the selected prototype structure was 
scaled down (1/8 scale) to model proportions (Sec. 4.4.3).
4.2 Prototype Structure Analysis and Design by Linear 
Elastic Methods
4.2.1 Analysis
The selected prototype structure with dimensions 
shown in Fig. 4.1 was designed for a live load of 30 psf 
uniformly distributed over the horizontal projection follow­
ing the procedures listed in Sec. 2.1.
a. Basic Analysis (Folded plate theory neglecting displace­
ments)
a.l Transverse Slab Analysis:










Figure 4.1 Profo-fype s+rucfuns
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a.3 Longitudinal Plate Analysis (continued from the 
basic analysis): ^
\k. 6.
6 (in.) @ .5L -2.728 1.295
A (in.) @ .5L o -.293
M (&#/% @ .5L o
V (#/(0 @ .5L 




-3129 3,129 7,780 -7,780 -7,780
-3129 10,909 15,560
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The values, n , fi and should not exist and would 




b.l Due to "Virtual Couple," at
mid-span (.5D). Instead of X, one unit load was used in 
this calculation, the results then multiplied by absolute 
value of X. Following the same preceding procedures, P̂ , 
f̂ , 6^, and at 0.5L were calculated.
*
The manipulations of this section were done only 
for the method which considers the effects of displacements,


























b .2 Due to "Virtual Couple", yh cos^ at 0.5L in plate 3 
































b .3 Solution for x and y
Three equations of first order with two unknowns, 
x,y. were written by setting sum of reactions equal to zero 
at each joint.
-3,129 - .943% + 1.830y = 0 (4 .1)
10,909 - .569% - 8 .460y = 0 (4 .2)
-15,560 + 3 .022X t 1 3.260y= 0 ' (4 .3)
Solving for x and y from eqs. (4 .1) and (4 .2), yields 
X = -722 ̂  y = 1̂ 338
Substituting in eq. (4 .3) with x,y, yields
-15.560 - 2.181 + 17.741 =0 OK
c. Superposition
The final results with considering joint displace­
ments = (Basic values) + (Corrections due to x)+ (Corrections 
due to y). The final forces (M, V, f, and P̂ ) at
.5L are shown below:














Design method - Working stress design in accordance
(3) (2)
with "AGI Code 318-63" and "AGI Committee 344"
Concrete - W=150 PCF, f»«4,000psi, f^= .45f' = l,800psi
n = 8, allowable allowable u =
287psi (top bars)
405psi (others)
Reinforcement - Use #3 and #6 bars
fy=4 0,000psi, fg= 20,000psi
(b) Design coupled with "folded plate theory neglecting 
relative joint displacements"
b.l Transverse slab design
Given: t=4 in., d=3-3125 in. with 1/2 in. covering,
1-#/IMax Neg. Mom.= 588 ,
~\jfi/\
Max Pos. Mom = 171 " , Max. shear- 345#/l
£-00 /
Design: Max. Ag req'd.r- y  (1.435x3-3125)- .124 sq.in.
Use #3 @ 10-1/2 in. c/c - Ag provided =,.13 sq. in.
Actual V ^ 9psi ok
b.2 Longitudinal plate design - the following calcu­
lations were based on the results at mid-span 
plate #1, Ag req’d. = 6.46 sq. in., Ag provided =
6.6 sq. in. W/l5-#6 
A ’g req'd.^47.6 sq. in., A'g provided)^
47.b sq. in. W/108-#6 
V max.= 228psl, use #3 @ I8 in. stirrups
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plate #2, Ag req'd.= 13.69 sq. in., Ag provided = 13.7 sq.
in. W/31^6 
A'g req'd.>^ 11.60 sq. in.,
V max. = 3.2psi, Use #3 @ 5"c/c stirrups in end
quarter span
plate #3, Ag req'd.* 18.37 sq. in., Ag provided =-l8.48 sq.
in. W/42-#6 
A'g req'd. 12.74 sq. in.
V max. = 455psi y 405psi, use #3 @ 1-3/4 in.c/c
in end quarter span
Obviously the negative reinforcement layout was impossible - - 
for instance, IO8 - #6 bars are required to put in the dis­
tance of 48.9" in the plate #1^—  unless the solid steel 
section were used in place of reinforcement bar.
(c) Design coupled with"folded plate theory considering 
relative joint displacements
c.l Transverse slab design (at mid-span) 
joint 1, Ag req'd.=.124 sq. in., #3 @ 10-1/2 provided
Ag =  .13 sq. in. 
joint 2, Ag req'd.=.48 sq. in., #3 @ 2-5/8” provided
Ag= .503 sq. in. 
joint 3, Ag req'd.% .255 sq. in., #3 @ 5-1/4 provided
Ag- .250 sq. in.
Max V= 4l.4psi
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C.2 Plate design (at mid-span)
Plate #1, Ag req'd.=- 8.0 sq. in., l$-#6 provided As
= 8.4 sq. in.
A'g req'd. = .21 sq. in., l-#6 provided Ag 
=.44 sq. in.
Max. V = 99psi Use #3 @ l8 in. through 
whole plate
Plate #2, Ag req'd.= 14.8 sq. in., 34-#6 provided Ag
— 14.9 sq. in.
A'g req'd.= .71 sq. in., 2-#6 provided Ag 
=.88 sq. in.
Max V=464psi, Use #3 U @ 3 in. in end quarter 
span
Plate #3, Ag req'd.= None, l#-6 provided Ag = .44 sq. in.
A'g req'd. = 6.25 sq. in., l4-#6 provided Ag 
=6.17 sq. in.
Max V - 74psi, Use #3 @ l8 in. through whole 
plate
Reinforcements at 1/8L and 3/8L were obtained in similar 
way and their layouts are shown in Sec. 4.5.
4.2.3 Comparison of the Results of Two Different Linear 
Elastic Methods
The summary of reinforcements required in the two 
different analysis methods are shown in Table 4.1:
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Reinforcement in pounds
Analysis method Theory neglecting Theory considering














Table 4.1 Reinforcement quantity comparison between analyses 
neglecting and considering relative joint displacement
Clearly reinforcement required is less in the trans­
verse direction but much more in the longitudinal direction 
calculated by the theory neglecting relative joint displace­
ments as compared with that of the theory considering relative 
joint displacements. Total required reinforcement is much 
less with the theory considering relative joint displacements. 
Moreover, it was impossible to lay out the longitudinal rein­
forcement obtained by the analysis neglecting relative joint 
displacements in 4-inch plates.
Therefore, the folded plate theory considering relative 
joint displacements was chosen to build a model for tests.
4.3 Overall Behaviors of the Selected Prototype Structure -- 
by "Nonlinear Inelastic Beam Theory"
By using the longitudinal reinforcements requirements
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calculated with the theory considering relative joint dis­
placements, the load-deflection and responses of the selected 
prototype structure were obtained by the "Program LDDFN" 
based on the nonlinear inelastic beam theory. The results 
are shown on Fig. 4.5. These responses will be used in 




A model structure may be defined as a small scale 
physical replica of some prototype structure which can be 
used experimentally to predict the behaviors of the proto­
type structure.
In the past forty years a great deal of work has been 
done in the development of concepts and applications of the
use of models for structural engineering purposes as aids
(54)
for design purposes or research purposes.
Throughout the entire range of loading, the actual 
response of a structural system to applied loads is little 
understood due to the complexity of the real material prop­
erties and the methods of analysis. Thus the engineer has 
been forced to work with ultimate tests of models loaded to 
collapse.
Without question, the testing of the large numbers 













3.00 1.0 504.0 6.0
Vertical j e f lection, A (in .), a t fnid-spon. Figure 4.5 Load-deflection curve of the model by 
’Program LDDFN' .
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as expensive. As a consequence, direct modeling technology
has received a large measure of attention in recent years,
and the concept of using a reduced scale model to predict
prototype behavior has been fairly widely accepted as a
sound basis for structural research purposes. In general,
the reliability of the use of models in structural research
( 5 5 ,5 6 ,5 7 ,5 8 ,5 9 ,6 0 ,6 1 ,6 2 ,6 3 ,6 4 ,
has been well established
65,66)
The methods of structural model testing are generally 
classified into two categories, "Indirect" and "Direct" 
methods. The "Indirect" method employs the Muller-Breslau 
principle for the physical determination of influence lines 
or surfaces for the desired forces (moment, shear, reaction, 
etc.). Therefore, the principle of superposition must be 
utilized and the requirements on model materials are not 
restrictive. The "Direct" method is subclassified into 
"Direct elastic method" and "Direct inelastic method".
In the "Direct elastic method", the structure may be sub­
jected to nonlinear geometric effects such as in beam-column 
behavior and shell buckling. It is used for determining 
elastic stress distributions within a shell or across a 
section of a beam-column, and other actions not readily 
amenable to mathematical approaches. On the other hand, 
the "Direct inelastic method" attempts to accurately dupli­
cate behavior of prototype structure through all loading 
stages up to and including failure, cracking, inelastic buckling
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and crushing of concrete.
This study is concerned solely with the "Direct 
inelastic method", to achieve true modeling of a concrete 
structure reinforced with steel with its fixed modulus. A 
true model is a model structure in which there is no dis­
tortion of stress-strain similitude between prototype and 
model structures.
In those instances where true modeling cannot be 
achieved, alternate similitude requirements must be employed, 
The effects of the resulting distortions are discussed in 
detail in references 7,56,and 57.
4.4.2 Direct Inelastic Model Analysis
In the direct inelastic method of analysis all of 
the important dimensions of the prototype are reduced by 
an arbitrary geometrical scale factor S. Then stresses, 
strains, moments, deflections, etc. in the prototype struc­
ture may be determined from observations of the model when
(7,54,55,
it is subjected to the appropriate scale loadings 
57)
The theory of dimensional analysis can be utilized 
to derive the following set of requirements for true models 
reinforced with steel neglecting the effect of creep, shrink­
age, strain rate, temperature, age, etc.:





5. %  - Ep (elastic modulus)
6. fjjj= fp (critical stresses in compression, tension,
or any combination thereof)
7. Wjn= Wp^ (dead load per unit area)
8. qjji= qp (uniform load per unit area)
9. P^= ̂p/ŝ  (concentrated load)
10. = Tpy^ (uniform load per unit length)
The subscripts p and m refer to prototype and model 
respectively, and the factor S is a geometrical scale factor 
defined as the ratio of the prototype linear length to the 
corresponding model linear length.
Equation 6 follows from Equations 3 and 5- This re­
quirement is further substantiated by the fact that tensile 
strengths of model and prototype structures must be identical 
if tensile cracking is to initiate at corresponding points in 
the model and the prototype structures. It also implies that 
the failure criterion of model and prototype structures be 
identical.
4.4.3 The Selected Prototype versus Model Correlations
The geometrical linear scale factor (s) selected for 
this study was 1/8, and the variables in the model were 
scaled down in accordance with correlations listed in Table 
4.2.
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Variable in model =-K x (Variable in prototype)
Variable K




E (elastic modulus) 1
f (stresses) 1
w (dead load per unit area) 1/8
q (uniform load per unit area) 1
p (concentrated load) 1/64
r (uniform load per unit length) 1/8
Table 4.2 Correlations between model and prototype
structures
4.4.4 Microconcrete
The linear scale factor (1/8) was applied in attempt 
to scale the aggregate gradation of the assumed prototype 
concrete mixture (Fig. 4.2 and 4.3). The resulting concrete 
mixture - defined herein as microconcrete -- was reasonably 
scaled replica of the mixture which was used for the standard 
6" X 12" cylinders with the exception of the finer particles.
The specific gravity of the aggregate was found to be 
2.59 and 2.51 for portions finer than #4 and the 3/4 in.
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standard sieves, respectively. Absorption ranged from 
1.125 to 1.79#.
Tests were performed to determine the stress-strain 
characteristics of the prototype concrete and the microcon­
crete mixture including the determination of Poisson's 
Ratio, and the results are shown in Fig. 4.4. The instru­
mentation consisted of four SR-4 wire strain gages (Baldwin- 
Type A7) mounted two each in series vertically and horizon­
tally and four dial gages with O.OOl" least reading as 
shown in Fig. 4.3.
The following constants are used in the proportion­








Type III Portland Cement was used to allow early form 
removal, and Plastiment was added to the mixture in quanti­
ties ranging from 3 to 4 ounces per sack of cement depending 
on the average temperature and relative humidity on the day 
of casting for shrinkage control and to retard the setting 
of the cement. Curing was effected by spraying with hyrocide 
resin curing compound.
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Figure 4.3c-Typical cylinder failures. Figure 4.3d-Typical wire tensile test specimens.
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- •  3,000
£^=3.63x10" Cnoicroco.ncrete) 
3.40 < 1 o"*( prototype )
=.258 (microconcrete) -
g^=-250 Cprototype)
ai f  = 1,000  -psi- ■ 2,000
Legend
■® ®~*" MI croconcrete  
K— *— *- Prototype
IpooI 2,000 3,000
Longitüdinol S tra in  în./în.)
5,000lOOOzpoo
Lateral Strain £t(/lin.}ln.)
Figure 4.4 S tr e s s  -  strain curves for prototype and microconcrete
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Eight cylinders (six for compression strength test 
and two for splitting tensile strength test) and seven cylin­
ders (five for compression strength test and two for splitting 
tensile strength test) of microconcrete and prototype concrete 
respectively were tested following the procedures of ASTM test 
methods 0192, 0496 and 039* The results of the cylinder tests 
are shown in Table 4.3.
The results of the tests are summarized as follows:
(a) Poisson's Ratio - 0.258 for microconcrete, 0.250 
for prototype concrete at 7 days at lOOOpsi.
(b) Compression strength - 4,360psi for microconcrete, 
4,190psi for prototype concrete at 7 days.
(c) Splitting tensile strength - 547psi for microcon­
crete, 508psi for prototype concrete at 7 days.
To sum up, the mechanical properties of the microcon­
crete were found to be in good agreement with those of a 
prototype concrete. It was concluded that the mechanical 
correlations (i), E and f) between model and prototype struc­
ture shown in Table 4.2 were considered valid.
4.4.5 Model Reinforcement
The soft black annealed steel wires, AISI designation 
C1008, were used for modeling of reinforcing bars of the 
prototype —  No. 6 bars modeled by SWG13 O.O915" in diameter, 
and No. 3 bars modeled by SWGI8 0.0485" in diameter. The 
steel wires -- SWGI3 and 18 —  were rusted to provide better
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bonding in the model. The mechanical properties were deter­
mined from tests on 2" gage length of wires (Fig. 4.3d) made 
with the Instron testing machine. The principal mechanical 
properties for the wires (Table 4.4) were found to be:
1) For SWG13, lower yield point= 28.3Ksi
ultimate strength= 4?.lKsi 
io of elongation =350
2) For SWG18, lower yield point = 33-OKsi
ultimate strength = 44.7Ksi 
0 of elongation =26.70 
The representative stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 
4.6.
The pullout Bond tests were not performed. However, 
(7,67)
other investigators had shown that the wires could be
fully developed by the microconcrete by embedment lengths 
of roughly 25 diameters. Thirty diameters were used in this 
study.
4.5 Summary
A selected prototype structure designed with the 
folded plate theory considering relative joint displacements 
was scaled down to model proportions by direct linear scal­
ing (1/8 linear scale factor). Certain conditions of mater­
ial compatibility were investigated. The detail drawings of 






























Microconcrete 7 8 146.4 4360 6 6.9 547 2 1.3
Prototype 7 7 150.6 4190 5 5.3 508 2 3.9 O O
ro

















SWG 18 16 33.0 1.6 44.7 1.2 26.7 0.1
SWG 13 15 28.3 8.8 47.1 1.7 35.0 9.2
CO(jO
Table 4.4 Summary of mechanical properties of model steel.
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CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING OF MODEL STRUCTURE
5.1 General
The reliability of the analysis and design methods 
for the structure based on the classical concepts of linear 
elastic behavior of materials were to be investigated by 
a direct model test.
One 1/8 scale simply supported reinforced micro­
concrete model folded plate (Sec. 4.7) was constructed and 
loaded monotonically to collapse with uniform load, applied 
on the horizontal projection through a "whiffle-tree" 
system. (Figure 5.1c and 5.Id).
The model structure was simply supported on two end 
diaphragms cast separately from the model. The diaphragms 
were rigidly connected to six 2§" standard steel pipes —  
three pipes for each end diaphragm —  which were mounted 
on a 3 ' X 1.5’ X l8' reinforced concrete dummy beam. (Fig­
ure 5.1c).
Deflections along the ridge lines, strains, and 
cracking of the model structure were recorded to obtain the
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overall behavior of the model structure and from these 
results the reliability of the analysis and design methods 
for the structure were to be evaluated.
Preceeding the test of the model structure, the 
"whiffle-tree" loading system was varified by independent 
testing. (Figure ii.la).
5.2 Construction of Model Structure
5.2.1 Supporting Frames - Substructures (Figures 
5.1c and 5.2a)
Supporting frames consisted of (a) one 3’ x 1.5'
X l8' reinforced concrete dummy beam, (b) end diaphragm 
supporting frames, and (c) two reinforced concrete end 
diaphragms.
(a) 3' X 1.5' X l8' Reinforced Concrete Dummy Beam
This beam, made of 2500 psi concrete reinforced with 
intermediate grade steel, was a basic supporting frame for 
the model structure and was also used as a loading frame. 
This beam was provided with an opening at the center line 
to accomodate a cable which passed through the beam and a 
20-ton hydraulic ram. The ram was used to apply load by 
pushing against the underside of the beam. (Figure 5.1b).
(b) End Diaphragm Supporting Frames
Each frame consisted of 3-2j" x 6'-6" standard steel 
pipes with a bolt connecting steel cap plate (PL 4 3/4" x
Figure 5.la-Verification of loading system
Figure 5.Ib-Hydraulic ram, load cell, pump, 
chair, chucks etc.
m .
Figure 5.1c-Model, supporting frame, whiffle-tree, Figure 5.Id-Deflection of the model, 
and strain gage monitoring equipment.
Figure 5.2a-End diaphragm steels and dowels.
a




Figure 5.2c-Layout of strain gages on 
microconcrete surface.
Figure 5.2d-lnstruments for measuring deflections.
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3/16" x 4' -9 7/8") on top (Figure 4.7h and 5.2a) and the 
lower ends of the pipes were bolt connected to the dummy 
beam.
(c) Two Reinforced Concrete End Diaphragms
The wire reinforcing cage for these diaphragms was 
made of SWG l8 and 13 and was fabricated in place on the 
steel cap plates by brazing at random locations. Details 
are shown in Figure 4.7h and Figure 5.2b.
The same mixture used in the microconcrete (des­
cribed in the Sec. 4.4.4) was used in casting the end dia­
phragms two days in advance of the model casting. The 
compressive strength of 3 cylinders was 3,800 psi at age 
7 days.
Plexiglas was chosen as formwork material because:
(l) the nonbonding and smooth surface produced smooth sur­
faces .on the model for easy location of initial cracking 
during the test, and (2) the characteristic transparency 
enabled the elimination of honeycombing. The individual 
Plexiglas pieces were "welded" together with ethlene di­
chloride (GH^CHCLg).
The principal purpose of this study was to evaluate 
the. currently recommended analysis and design methods of a 
simply supported folded plate structure. Consequently, the 
end diaphragms were designed with a large safety factor (4.0) 
in order to circumvent a possible detail failure.
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(d) Elastic Hinge Type Construction Joints
Special consideration was given to the construction 
Joints to meet the boundary condition of simple support 
which is a key assumption for the analysis and design in 
this study. The end plates of the model had to be free 
to rotate longitudinally but able to resi st the shears along 
the plate edge parallel to the end diaphragms transmitted
from the plates to the end diaphragms. Construction Joints
' (̂ ) also had to meet the criteria of the ACT Code^’'' for actual
construction.
Rubber pads coupled with a single line of dowels of 
SWG 18 were used because of: (l) its elastic characteristics 
—  providing the elastic hinge in the longitudinal direc­
tion — , and (2) its high resistance against sliding and 
compression. Single dowels were placed along the center 
line of the end diaphragms by using 4" SWG I8 wires at 
3/4" c/c extending 2" into plates and end diaphragms 
according to the requirements of the ACT Code. Two I/16"
X 3/4" rubber pads were placed on both sides of the dowels 
along the Joints (Figure 4.7h). This type of hinged Joint 
performed very well during the test and are shown in the 
Figures 5-3d and 5.3©.
5.2.2 Model Structure
(a) Formwork
As described in the Sec. 5.2.1c, Plexiglas braced 
with 1" X 2" lumber strips and intermediate diaphragms o f
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1/2" plywood was used for the formwork. Galvanized wood 
screws were inserted vertically from the bottom side of the 
Plexiglas plate in order to form access holes through the 
model .plates for nylon strips which applied the point loads. 
These vertically mounted screws were preset to extend 1/2" 
normal to the upper plate-surfaces of the model to provide 
control points for screeding purposes to help establish the 
desired thickness of microconcrete.
The forms were constructed in 3 sections for ease of 
removal after the microconcrete hardened and were aligned 
and -cambered 1/8" in the middle section by means of adjust­
able steel belts connecting the intermediate diaphragms which 
were separated by 1" x 1" x>l" neoprene rubber pads.
(b) Reinforcement (Wire) Cage Fabrication
Fabrication of the wire cage was completed by brazing 
at random locations in three phases : (l) transverse positive 
moment steel, (2) longitudinal plate and diagonal tension 
steel, and (3) transverse negative moment steel (see Figures 
4.7 and 5.2b) on a control form made of plywood with the 
same dimensions as used in the form for the model. The bar
spacings in the transverse and longitudinal directions were
controlled by drawing lines on the form, and the bar spacing 
and cover distances in the normal direction to the plate 
were controlled by reinforcement chairs made of suitable 
sized wire. The fabricated wire cage was then placed in the
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Figure 5.3a-Top view of the model after 
testing.
Figure 5.3b-Typical cracking due to 
longitudinal action and concrete 
crushing at bottom ridge line 1 of 
the model.
JB
Figure 5.3c-Cracking.of plates along 
the inside face of the end diaphragm.
Figure 5.3d-Rotation of plates at 
support of the model.
Figure 5.3e-Typical cracking along the 
ridge line 2’ at the end of plates due 
to slab action.
Figure 5.3f-Typical cracking due to 
a combination of longitudinal, 
transverse and diagonal stresses.
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Plexiglas form and was held in its proper position by the 
wood screws described in the previous subsection (Sec. 
5.2.2a).
(c) Casting of Model Plates
Two days after the end diaphragms were cast, the 
model plates were cast from the microconcrete mixed by hand 
as described in Sec. 4.4.'̂ . Three small vibrators were 
applied to the form until no visible air bubbles were found 
by observation through the transparent Plexiglas form.
Curing was effected by spraying the models after the finish­
ing operation with hydrocide resin curing compound. Quality 
control for the model concrete was maintained by testing 
ten 3" X 6" microconcrete cylinders which were cured in the 
same manner and maintained in the same environment as the 
model structure. Seven compression and three split cylinder 
tests were made on the day of the model test (7 days after 
casting). The test results are shown in Table 5.1:
Cylinder Age at Compressive strength Split cylinder strength
size time of fc' No. of V fsp No. of V
(in. ) test 
(days)
(psi) cyls (̂ ) (psi) cyls (̂ )
3" X 6" 7 4,270 7 .67 477 3 2.. 12
Table 5.1 Summary of model quality control cylinder tests
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Plexiglas form and was held in its proper position by the 
wood screws described in the previous subsection (Sec. 
5.2.2a).
(c) Casting of Model Plates
Two days after the end diaphragms were cast, the 
model plates were cast from the microconcrete mixed by hand 
as described in Sec. 4.4.4. Three small vibrators were 
applied to the form until no visible air bubbles were found 
by observation thraugh the transparent Plexiglas form.
Curing was effected by spraying the models after the finish­
ing operation with hydrocide resin curing compound. Quality 
control for the model concrete was maintained by testing 
ten 3" X 6" microconcrete cylinders which were cured in the 
same manner and maintained in the same environment as the 
model structure. Seven compression and three split cylinder 
tests were made on the day of the model test (7 days after 
casting). The test results are shown in Table 5.1:
Cylinder Age at Compressive strength Split cylinder strength
size time of fc' No. of V fsp No. of V
(in.) test
(days)
(psi) cyls (̂ ) (psi) cyls
3" X 6" 7 4,270 7 .67 477' 3 2.12
Table 5.1 Summary of model quality control cylinder tests
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(d) Design versus As-Built Dimensions
As-built vertical distances (measured through loading 
holes) were measured before the test of the model and are 
shown in Table 5.2 in accordance with "code schema for 
as-built dimensions" shown in Figure 5.4. A summary of the 
thicknesses of the model plates is shown in Table 5.3. 
Overall as-built thickness of the model plates was 0.531", 
and the ratio of measured average thickness to design thick­
ness was 1.06.
As expected, there were only minor variations in the 
dimensions. However, calculations of capacities were based 
on the actual measured values.
(e) Discussion
Honeycombing was limited to small diameter voids on 
the formed surfaces; however, the brazed connections caused 
some discolorations of the bottom surfaces of the model 
plates.
5.3 Load Testing System
5.3.1 General
Several commonly used loading systems in testing 
folded plate model structures are: (l) water loading system, 
(30) 2̂) brick or concrete block loading system/
(3) sand bag loading system^^^'^^'^^^ and (4) "whiffle-tree" 
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in the relatively small model test by Enaml^^O) However, 
the frame provided resistance to translation and rotation 
of the end diaphragms. A brick (or concrete block) load­
ing system was used, successfully by Chacos and Scalzi^^^^ 
on a small model. This system is not practical for rela­
tively large models. Sand bag loading has been employed ' 
in the relatively large model or prototype t e s t , e v e n  
though uniformly distributed load is hardly obtained. The 
most practical and popular system to provide uniform load­
ing is the "whiffle-tree" system. The soundness of this 
loading system has been reported by several authors.
As mentioned in Sec. 5.1, the "whiffle-tree" system 
was used in this study.
5.3.2 "Whiffle-tree" Loading System
This system can provide either concentrated loads or 
uniform loads (simulated by many discrete points). In this 
study a 16O point tension type loading system was used. The 
"whiffle-tree" was composed of simple beams connected (care­
fully articulated) with steel ropes or nylon wires. In this 
study each of the 16O load points was distributed to the 
plate surface by means of three hard neoprene rubber pads 
(1/4" X 1/4" X 1/4") glued to 2" x 2" x 2" x 3/16" Plexi­
glas pieces. The first layer (with open hooks in the beams) 
was connected to the 2" x 2" x 2" x 3/16" Plexiglas pieces 
with 400 pound nylon strings which provided flexibility to 
the loading system to eliminate lateral restrain. The




holes 16 32 32 32 32 16 160
1.06t(in) .532 .512 .565 .526 .506 .502 .531
V(7o) 7.45 8.10 5.55 5.28 9.58 5.61 7.89
t--*oCT\
Table 5.3 Summary of model plate thickness,
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remainder of the layers were connected by wire ropes. Long­
itudinally 16 identical transverse units were brought by 
simple beam connections to a single point where a pull type 
hydraulic ram was used to apply load to the model structure 
(See Figure 5.1 for "whiffle-tree" beam connections). The 
"whiffle-tree" device was supported by 10-1/2" standard 
pipes spanning between the supports and a movable table 
until the time for the model test. This arrangement allowed 
the application of the dead weight of the loading device 
onto the model structure in small increments.
5.3.3 Design and Verification of "Whiffle-tree" Loading
System
The "Whiffle-tree" was designed for 55 pounds per 
loading point (1/3 of 55 pounds per rubber pad). The 
salient features of the system are shown in Figure 5.1.
Each transverse unit of the "whiffle-tree" was load tested 
prior to installation.
In order to check the reliability of the loading 
system, two simple span reinforced concrete beams, one 
with a single transverse unit "whiffle-tree", the other 
with two transverse units, were designed for 55 pounds 
per loading point and tested (Figure 5.1a). The results 
of the tests (Table 5.4) indicated that the loading system 
could be used successfully for the model test.
A 20 ton center hole hydraulic ram with a 2.5 in. 
stroke was used to apply load. This ram was controlled
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by a pressure pump equipped with a 10,000 psi pressure 
gage. The applied load (hydraulic pressure) was monitored 
by both the pressure gage and a self-temperature compensa­
ting center hole load cell which had been previously cali­
brated.
Total travel of the lowest point of the "whiffle- 
tree" where load was applied was expected to be between 
7" and 8". Rechuck devices, consisting of a loading chair 
and two chucks, were used to apply load continuously 
(Figure 5.1b).
5-3.4 Performance of Loading System




Instrumentation for the test was designed to obtain 
overall responses, (l) load-deflection and (2) load-strain 
of the model during the test.
5.4.2 Deflection System
The deflections, vertical and horizontal were obtained 
from observations of 0.001” least count dial gages mounted 
on a fixed bridge with sliding tracks which allowed the dials 
to move freely horizontally. The details of the deflection 





















2 10 1.5 61.75 2.6 10 @ 5.75"
c/c longi­
tudinally 
2 @ 6" trans­
versely
1.17
Table 5-^ Summary of dimensions and test results 
of the beams for verification of "Whiffle- 
tree" loading system
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Vertical deflections were measured at end diaphragms, 
mid-span and selected quarter-span points along the ridge 
lines of the model and horizontal deflections were measured 
at joints 0, 1, 2 and 3 at mid-span for each load increment. 
Dial gage layout for deflection measurement is shown in 
Figure 5.5.
5.4.3 Strain System
Wire strain gages (SR-4) were installed on the longi- 
tudinal reinforcement (SWG 13) and the microconcrete surface 
to measure longitudinal and transverse strain respectively. 
Strains were monitored with a servo-balance strain- indicator 
and two twenty channel switch and balance units.
(a) Microconcrete Strain System
Twelve SR-4 paper base wire strain gages were in­
stalled transversely on the microconcrete surface on the 
South-East quarter section of the model along ridge lines 
(Figure 5.5). However, transient temperature and humidity 
conditions rendered all but four of the twelve gages in­
effective .
(b) Longitudinal Strain System
Twelve SR-4 paper base wire strain gages were in­
stalled on the longitudinal SWG 13 steel wires. Two SWG 
13 wires were brazed together to have a surface wide enough 




















ca Transverse strain gexge 
ca Longitudinal strain gage 
V : \/ertrcal deflection did gage 
H : Lateral deflection dial gage 
T • Longitudinal deflection dioig^
if=> câ\T
Figure 5.5 Layout for «train and deflection dial gages. M
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insulate and waterproof the gages before che model was 
cast. All of the gages performed satisfactorily during the 
test. The strain gage layout is shown in Figure 5.5. The 
effects of the brazed connections on the material proper­
ties of the wires were studied and found to be negligible 
(Table 5.5).
5.5 Description of the Model Test
At age of 7 days the model was loaded to failure.
The weight of "whiffle-tree" was applied to the model in 
small increments by connecting the transverse units to the 
model while the longitudinal unit was supported by a table, 
then the supported table was removed. After the entire 
"whiffle-tree" system, including the hydraulic ram, was 
connected to the model, the ram, which was monitored by 
a pressure gage and a load cell, was used to apply load in 
10 psf increments.
After application of each loading increment, the 
load was maintained constant as vertical and horizontal 
displacements and strains were recorded. Cracking of the 
top and bottom surfaces of the model plates was observed 
and marked for each load increment. As expected the ram 
had to be rechucked twice. However, the test lasted only 
two hours and the effects of creep during the test were 
considered insignificant. As described in Sec. 5.2,1 and 
5.3.5, the elastic hinge Joints and the "whiffle-tree" 






Wire of fy V fu V e V
Test (ksi) (̂ ) (ksi) (̂ ) (̂ ) (̂ )
SWG 13 8 28.25 7.91 46.54 1.52 • 335 6.74
Table 5-5 Summary of mechanical properties of model 
reinforcement with brazed connections
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load supported by the model was 135 psf. The results of 
the test are shown in Figure 5.6.
5.6 Analysis and Discussion of the Test Results
The response of the model is analyzed and discussed 
in terms of cracking, load-strain, load-deflect ion and 
collapse in the following sections. The theoretical re­
sponses of the model were obtained with the mean dimen­
sions of the model as built.
5.6.1 Cracking and Load versus Strain Responses
The cracking of the plates of the test model were 
observed on the top and bottom surfaces of the model. The 
general development of this cracking for various stages of 
the loading is shown in Figures 5.6g and 5.6h.
The first visible cracks occured at a load (Dl»+ LL; 
of 90.5 psf. which is slightly higher than the design load 
{85.7 psf); however, load-strain response showed that the 
cracking load was 83.5 psf (see and in Figure 5.7a 
and 5.7c respectively). These cracks (Figure 5.3, 5.6g 
and 5.6h) were of two distinct types : (l) transverse
cracks across (normal to) the bottom ridge lines 1 and 1' 
at mid-span caused by the longitudinal stresses, (2) long­
itudinal cracks at ends of the plates along the top ridge 
lines 2 and 2’. These cracking responses indicated that 
for loads up to the service load the model behaved very 
closely in a manner predicted by the folded plate theory
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considering the relative joint displacements. As the load 
increased, all these cracks widened and became more numerous. 
At 100.5 psf load (94 psf shown in the curve SIQ) new cracks 
appeared: (l) transverse cracks at quarter span across the
top and bottom ridge line 1' and the bottom ridge line 3; 
and at mid-span across the top ridge line 1, (2) longitudinal 
cracks at ends of the plates along the top ridge line 1. At
120.5 psf load transverse cracks appeared almost entire span 
across the top and bottom ridge line 3 and on the top inside 
four plates along the inside faces of the end diaphragms, 
longitudinal cracks appeared on the bottom surface of plates
near the ridge line 3 and along the top ridge lines 1 and 1',
and diagonal cracks appeared near the supports on the top
and bottom surfaces of plates. The longitudinal crushing of
concrete along the bottom ridge line 1 and on the top plate 
near the ridge line 3 began to appear at a load of 130.5 
psf.
Three separate ranges were observed in the load- 
tensile strain responses: (a) the first range, up to load
of approximately 60 psi, has steep slope which flattens 
gradually and the concrete has not cracked, (b) second 
range, up to yield strength, has nearly linear but flatter 
slope, and the concrete has cracked, and (3) the last range 
up to collapse is a nonlinear zone and the slope decreases 
sharply and approaches zero.
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The three separate ■ ranges appeared in-the load-strain
curves such as S-, and are apparently the characteristics
— M
of the reinforced concrete structure. Since the reinforced 
concrete structure is heterogeneous, nonisotropic, and 
inelastic, its properties are very complex and subjected to 
change as the applied load increases. In the first range, 
with an uncracked section the concrete prevails and the 
characteristics of the curves are nearly same as that of 
plain concrete. Steel characteristics dominate in the 
second range and the cu-rves are fairly straight in this 
range, it is very interesting to observe that the slope 
at the yielding strength level increases instead of decreas­
ing. This particular phenomena can be explained as follows: 
At this stage plastic hinging begins to develop, and the 
elastic resistance resists that change, thus an excess 
external force is required to make this transition possible. 
Like steel, which has transition range between the elastic 
and plastic ranges, there is a transition range in the 
reinforced concrete structure. The only difference is that 
the concrete which is far away from the plastic status at 
this stage alters the transition curve slightly. This 
occurs since at the moment of the change, the steel has 
lost momentum and the properties of the concrete prevailj 
therefore, the curve is similar to that of plain concrete 
in this short transition range. The third range is an 
inelastic range, and the steel prevails as with the normal 
cracked section.
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From the load-strain■curves it was obvious that the 
longitudinal stresses at the supports were negligible up 
to yielding load. These indicated that the elastic hinge 
type construction joints provided satisfactorily the simple 
support boundary conditions. ■ It was noted that the opening 
of the joints at the ends of the plates was about 3/8" at 
the maximum capacity load (Figure 5.3e). The yield point 
lead determined from the load-strain curve was 108 psf 
(corresponding to 6y =. 975 x 10"3 in./in. in the curve Ŝjy; 
of the Figure 5.7a). The plate load variations at 1/21 
and 1/4l along the same ridge lines were obtained from the 
load-strain responses and compared with that of the design 
load in Table 5.6. The comparison showed that there were 
significant differences at the ridge lines O' (edge..plate 
end) and 3 (flat ridge). These responses indicated that 
the disturbance of the edge plate and the influence of the 
parameter (angle between the plates), as described in 
Chapter III, were significant.
The transverse strain at end of the model across 
the ridge line 1 (Ĉ g) was negative instead of the positive 
value obtained by calculation. This contradiction caused 
by torsional bending as a result of warping at the support 
induced by longitudinal strain as seen during the test, 
indicated that the assumption of the insignificant torsion 
effect in the elastic linear plate theory was incorrect.
The abrupt change in the slope of the curve Sgg indicated
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that the plate joints 2 and 2' at end where the concrete 
deteriorated were the most critical places. This phenomena 
was caused by the higher local stress due to warping on the 
end of the model.
The load, obtained from the load-strain response, for 
various stages —  cracking, yielding -- were compared with 
that of the design and also with the value obtained from 
the nonlinear inelastic beam theory as shown in Table 5-7- 
The test results showed that the linear elastic theory pre­
dicted very closely for loads up to the working load level 
and the nonlinear beam theory predicted closely at yielding 
load level.
5.6.2 Load versus Deflection Response
The load-deflection responses of the model were com­
pared, Figure 5.?d through 5-7g, with theoretical load- 
deflection responses predicted by (a) folded plate theory 
considering relative joint displacement —  linear elastic 
theory —  and (b) a nonlinear inelastic beam theory.
(a) The Characteristics of the Load deflection Responses 
of the Test Model
The characteristics of the load-vertical deflection 
responses were similar to that of the load-tensile strain 
responses, and again there were three separate ranges as 
described in the previous section. The deflections of 
symmetrically located stations such as ridge lines 0 and O'
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Ridge line O' 1' 2' 3
Test
f @ 1/4L 
f @ 1/2L 2.5 .795 .710 .900
Design
f @ 1/4L 
f @ 1/21 .812 .745 .790 1.590
Table 5*6 Comparison of the plate load variations 
along the ridge lines between the test results 
and that of the design calculated with 









Linear elastic theory 85.7
Nonlinear inelastic beam theory 71.5 113.0
Load-strain response of the 
test model
83.5 108.0 +
Table 5-7 Comparison of the load obtained from the load- 
strain response with that of the design and that 
of response obtained with nonlinear 
inelastic beam theory
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did not agree exactly due to errors in construction. How­
ever, the variation of approximately 10$ is not considered 
serious. The variation of the vertical deflections along 
the same joint line is shown in Table 5.8 as a ratio of 
deflection at 1/4L with respect to that of 1/2L. The ratio 
ranges from .64 to .70 and thus agrees closely with .707 
which is used in the linear elastic theory with a half sine 
wave variation. The decreasing rates of slope at the vari­
ous ridge lines in the load-deflection response were not 
equal and these rates were much higher at the ridge lines
2,3 and 2'. These variations are probably due to the 
disturbance of the edge plate, the influence of the para­
meter o( , as well as the support boundary conditions as 
described in the previous section. The model exhibited 
amazing "ductility”, sustaining maximum deflections of 
nearly 4 1/2 in. at the ridge line 3 before collapse.
The lateral deflections demonstrated the trends in 
the variation of the transverse stiffness of the cross 
section, and illustrated a definite loss in transverse 
stiffness after the yielding load level as shown in the 
abrupt change of slope in the curves (Figure 5.7). This 
may be also the principal reason for the higher rate of 
slope change in the load-vertical deflection response at 
the flatter edge lines.
(b) Comparison of the Load-deflection Responses
Several observations made on the comparisons of
135
Ridge Line 0 - 1 2 3
Vertical deflection 
@ 1/4L, .275 .270 .235 .290
Vertical deflection 
@ 1/2L^ A m .415 .395 .371 .415
A q .661 .685 .640 .70
A m
Table 5*8 Summary of vertical deflections at 1/4L and 
1/2L along the same edge line at service load
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the test load-deflections with the theoretical predictions 
based on the linear elastic folded plate and the nonlinear 
beam theories are:
1. The actual load-deflection responses- are not single 
stage linear elastic and they do not follow exactly in a 
manner predicted by the linear elastic theory even though 
they are satisfactorily close at the working load level. 
Actually they are much closer to the nonlinear beam theory 
up to the load of 55 psf.
2. All of the observed deflections were smaller (as 
small as one-half) than the linear elastic predictions for 
load levels up to 85̂  of-ific yield load. These results are
in direct contrast with those (intermediate L/R ratio struc­
tures) reported by Aldridge Thus the influence of the 
geometric parameters, L/R, h/t, of, and ̂  an the folded 
plate structures, as proven in Chapter III, is very signifi­
cant. However, predictions using the linear elastic theory 
are conservative for loads up to 85̂  of working load and 
agree satisfactorily close at the working load level.
3. The nonlinear beam theory failed to accurately pre­
dict load-deflection responses except for low ranges of the 
load (up to 55 psf) and is on the unsafe side.
4. Both theories failed to predict the load-deflection 
responses after the yield load, and both predicted a much 
greater longitudinal stiffness than was indicated by the 
actual deflection.
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(c) Suggested Method of Analysis and Prediction of Re­
sponses of Supported Reinforced Concrete Folded 
Plate Structures
The principal characteristics demonstrated by the 
actual load-deflection and load-strain responses were:
(1) the actual load-deflection responses followed closely
a half sine wave variation along the longitudinal direction,
(2) the actual load-deflection responses illustrated a 
definite loss in longitudinal and transverse stiffness as 
reported by Aldridge,(?) (3) the linear elastic folded 
plate theory (considering the effects of the relative joint 
displacements) did predict with reasonable accuracy at the 
working level and was on the safe side for load-deflection 
responses up to 85̂  of prototype service load, (4) the 
nonlinear beam theory did predict quite accurately for 
loads up to 55 psf (64^) and at yield load, (5) the actual 
responses of load-deflection and load-strain are three 
different stage nonlinear and can be expressed by a gen­
eral equation P = , where P =  load in psf, x = strain
( jiX in./in.) or deflection (in.) and a,b = constants.
For example, the load-deflection responses of the ridge 
lines 0,0', 1 and 1' at mid-span of the model tested can 
be expressed by three nonlinear equations, (l) P =
for load up to 60 psf, (2) P=.0/0A+.ooî 4 ^ \ j +.002,36
for load from 60 psf to lOB psf, and (3) P=-•OOS,0SA+-OO?,5!f
for load 108 psf to collapse ( A = deflection in inch).
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(See Figure 5.8 for comparison of the load-deflection 
response with different methods)
The characteristics of the actual responses described 
above indicate that a reliable analysis and prediction of 
the load-deflection responses can be made by using a com- ■ 
bination of the linear elastic theory and -the nonlinear 
beam theory if there is a dependable load (or stress) - 
strain response for the structure which can be developed 
from a model test. The method described in Chapter III is 
suggested for analysis and prediction of the load-deflection 
of the reinforced concrete folded plate structure with the 
modification of the calculation of the individual plate 
deflections using the nonlinear beam theory with the actual 
stress-strain responses. The calculation of the deflection 
using the method suggested is a laborious work. However, 
it can be alleviated by using the rational equation P = 
or by application of high-speed digital computers.
(d) Predicted Prototype Responses
The load-deflection responses of the proposed proto­
type structures can be obtained by applying the principles 
of similitude described in Chapter IV to the load-deflec­
tion responses of the model structures and adding a cor­
rection for the dead load distortion by considering the 




Pinal collapse of the model was gradual and occurred 
at a load of 135 psf. The model failed by extensive flex­
ural cracking combined with crushing of the concrete, 
diagonal cracking, and bond failure as described below;
1. Flexural cracks - (a) large transverse cracks ex­
tending through from top to bottom surfaces of plates #3 
and #3', (b) transverse cracks on the top surfaces of the 
plates #2, #3, #3' and #2' along the end diaphragms,
(c) longitudinal cracks on the top surfaces of the plates 
#3 and #3' near the ridge line 3, and (d) longitudinal 
cracks along the ridge line 1 and 1', on the top surface;
2. Crushing - (a) longitudinal crushing near the ridge 
line 3 on the top surface, (b) longitudinal crushing along 
the ridge line 1 on the bottom surface, (c) local crushing 
at end of the ridge lines 2 and 2' on the bottom surface;
3. Diagonal cracks - Diagonal tension crack across the 
ridge line 2 and 2' near end supports on the bottom sur­
face;
4. Bond failure at the end of the model on the top 
surface along the end diaphragms —  in this area, the 
reinforcement did not fracture but bond failure permitted 
slipping of the wires, opening of the cracks, and a final 
deterioration of the surrounding concrete.
The stresses at the collapse of the model were 
obtained from Figure 5.7 coupled with Figure 4.4 and 4.6 





Flgure 5.8 Comparison of deflection at mid-span of ridge„ _ 






Ridge line O' 1' 2' 3' O' 1' 2'
Strain gage 
designation ^OE ^OQ Sq m ^lE ^IQ ^IM ^2E ^2Q ®2m ^3E ^3Q ^3M S e ClE ^2E
f  8 - Cd(#5 -12,300 -13.100 8,230 47,100 47,100 14,zoo -15,800 -47,100 11.700 19,200 20,000 - - -
fc - SO - 1,550 - 1,675 150 0 0 0 - 1.950 - 3,910 0 0 0 - 375 - «750 0
Table 5.9 Final stresses of the plates at failure of the model.




Calculated maximum capacity load 
by
nonlinear beam theory 
(psf)





Table 5.10 Comparison of the maximum capacity load of the model with the calculated maximum 
capacity load based on the nonlinear beam theory and with the required ultimate capacity 
load by the ACI Code.
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From the final stresses and the cracking pattern in 
Figure 5.6 the following conclusions were made:
1. Positive reinforcement requirement by the working 
stress design method based on the cracked section is reason­
able.
2. After yielding load the torsion bending effect was 
very significant and seriously affected the transverse 
stresses at the supports. The negative stresses measured 
on the edge plate and the ridge line 1' and 1, were in 
direct contrast with those predicted by the linear elastic 
theory.
3. After yielding load the influences of parameters, 
o( and ^ were very significant. The stresses along ridge
3 underwent a considerable redistribution and as a consequence 
failure occurred at ridge 3* (Note that 1 SWG 13 and 8 
SWG l8 wires were provided along the ridge line 3 even though 
the reinforcement was not required in this region.)
4. Dowels inserted at the construction joint made the 
joint stiffen and produced a significant negative moment at 
ultimate load and caused transverse cracks of the end plates.
The maximinn capacity load of the test model was com­
pared with the calculated maximum capacity load based on 
the nonlinear beam theory and also with the design ultimate 
capacity required by the ACT (see Table 5»10)- The ultimate 
capacity required by the ACT Code is U =-1.5D + 1.8L where 
U is required ultimate load capacity of structure, D is
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dead load and L is specified live load. The results indi­
cated that the maximum capacity load of the model analyzed 
by the folded plate theory considering relative joint dis­
placements and designed by the working stress method was 
nearly the same as the ultimate capacity load required by 
the ACT Code; however, the ratio of the service load to 
the maximum capacity load was only 1.57 which was con­
sidered too low as a safe factor for the working stress 
design. The nonlinear beam theory failed to predict the 
maximum capacity load of the test model; however, this 
theory predicted very closely the load at yield level 
(Table 5-7) which was considered as the ultimate capacity 




The principal objectives of this study were: I) the
investigation of the effects of geometric parameters on the 
ultimate strength behavior of model reinforced concrete 
folded plate structures which have unusual dimensional par­
ameters but which are obviously realistically dimensional
and 2) the critical evaluations of the currently recommended 
(1,2) (2,3)
analysis and design procedure by using a computer
solution and a direct model analysis. The conclusions and 
recommendations are restricted by the general range of var­
iables outlined in detail in sections 1.3, 1.4.1.1, and 2.1 
and Chapter IV. Effects of creep and relaxation, shrinkage, 
energy dissipation, repetitive loading, and temperature var­
iations on the responses have not been considered.
Three theories dealing with the analysis and design 
of reinforced concrete folded plate structures investigated 
in this study are:
Linear Elastic Theories (section 1.4.1.1)




2. Folded Plate Theory Considering Relative Joint Displace­
ments, and Nonlinear Theory (section 1.4.1.2%,
3. Nonlinear Beam Theory.
"Folded Plate Theory Considering Relative Joint Displacements" 
was used in the computer solution study and it was found that 
the influences of the geometric parameters, the I/R (span- 
to-rise ratio), h/t (plate height-plate thickness), 0{ (the 
angle between adjoining plates), and ^(the angle between 
plate and the horizontal) and the disturbances of the edge 
plates are very significant. The "Folded Plate Theory Neg^ 
lecting Relative Joint Displacements" did not produce a feas­
ible design; therefore, only two theories (2 and 3) were com­
pared with the test data of the model. The "Folded Plate 
Theory Considering Relative Joint Displacements" predicted 
quite closely the cracking and load-deflection responses at 
the service load. The "Nonlinear Beam Theory" predicted the 
load at the yielding load level quite closely. But neither 
theory yielded reliable and comprehensive descriptions of 
the overall structural behavior of the test model except at 
the particular load levels as described above. The test 
data also indicated that the influences of the geometric 
parameters and the disturbances of the edge plates were very 
significant, as found in the computer solution study, particu­
larly in the inelastic load level where the effect of the 
torsional bending caused by the warping of plate at the ends
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was significant. The complexity of the reinforced concrete 
properties as described in Section 5-6.1 is the key charact­
eristic which leads to deviation between actual and theor­
etical responses.
The strain gage system used in the model test in this 
study performed very well and it is probable that the accum­
ulation of more load-strain data may materially assist in 
the development of an accurate theory such as Farmer's Non-
(29)linear Folded Plate Theory which considers the warping 
of the cross section to provide an accurate prediction of 
the load-deflection responses.
The cracking and load-responses of the test model 
indicated that the tensile and diagonal tension reinforce­
ments layout in accordance with the "Folded Plate Theory 
Considering Relative Joint Displacements Analysis" and 
"Working Stress Design Method" performed quite well even 
though the effect of the torsional bending was neglected in 
the analysis and design of the model. However, the compress­
ive reinforcements provided were too conservative. The load- 
responses also indicated that the internal stresses underwent 
a redistribution with loadings especially in the first and 
third ranges. Clearly the warping of the cross section exists 
and its effects on the overall structural behavior was very 
significant in the inelastic range.
6.2 Conclusion
The following conclusions are justified by the test
14?
results combined with that of the computer solution study:
1. The warping of the cross section is inevitable and must 
not be ignored in the inelastic load range.
2. The service load can be predicted quite closely by the 
linear elastic theory considering the effect of the 
relative joint displacements.
3. Nonlinear Beam Theory failed to predict either service 
load but was accurate in predicting yielding load.
4. The overall load-deflection responses cannot be pre­
dicted accurately by either method but the load-de­
flection response at the service load can be predicted 
satisfactorily by the linear elastic theory.
5. The internal stresses underwent a redistribution with 
loadings to ultimate.
6. The influence of the geometric parameters, the L/R 
ratio, h/t ratio, of , and <f> and disturbances of the 
edge plates are significant, and further study of these 
problems are necessary.
7. The accurate prediction of the load-deflection response 
can be achieved only by developing the nonlinear folded 
plate theory considering the warping of the cross section
(29)such as Farmer's Method coupled with the principles 
of redistribution of the internal stresses based on the 
cracked section of concrete and its inelastic behavior 
as well as the relatively higher ductility of the rein­
forcement. This could probably be accomplished if more
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test data of the load-strain response were available.
8. The actual load-deflection and load-strain responses
are three different stage nonlinear and can be expressed 
by a general equation P= where P =load in psf,




As described in detail in Chapter III, Folded Plate
Structures can be classified into three categories and
three different methods of analysis should be applied for
three different categories of structures depending on the
span-to-rise ratio (L/R). A great deal of work has been
done on the first range structure, in which the slab action
prevails, and practice of the analysis and design have been
(7)recommended by Aldridge . The third range structure (with 
the L/R> 50), in which the beam action prevails, may be anal­
yzed and designed by the ordinary beam method provided the 
transverse slab is designed by some other reliable method. 
However, the real form of this range structure rarely exists 
and even if it exists it can be analyzed and designed more 
accurately by the methods which are recommended for the 
second range structure as described below. This study is 
solely concerned with the second range structure, which is 
a combination of slab and beam actions and the recommended
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practice of the analysis and design is described in detail 
in the following section.
6.3.2 Recommended Practice for the Second Range Structure
Since the "Folded Plate Theory Considering Relative Jt- 
Displacements" has shown satisfactory predictions of the 
load-deflection and cracking responses at the service load, 
and the load-deflection predicted by this theory is generally 
on the safe side up to 85̂  of the service load for the L/R 
ratio studied. Therefore, this theory is recommended for 
design purposes until a more reliable nonlinear folded plate 
theory can be developed. Particular care should be devoted 
to the construction joints to provide satisfactorily simple 
support boundary conditions, as well as bond or anchorage of 
the reinforcement to the concrete at the face of the support.
6.4 Suggestions for Future Research
As indicated in Section 6.2, more test data and
rational studies are needed to establish definitely the
effects of geometric parameters on the load-deflection 
responses of reinforced concrete folded plate structures.
These data may be used as an aid in the development of a 
reliable analytical description of the behavior of these 
structures. A reliable nonlinear folded plate theory con­
sidering the warping of the cross section such as Farmer's
(29)Method must be developed to include the effects of the 
variations: a) stress-strain response of the reinforced
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concrete, b) influence of the geometric parameters (the 
L/R ratio, h/t ratio, cX and <j> ), c) disturbance of the edge 
plates, d) detailing of the compressive reinforcement, 
e) continuous spans, and f) loading arrangements and history.
SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS
Unless otherwise indicated the symbols and notations 
which follow are used throughout this dissertation.
An across-sectional area (ht) of plate n
Ag, A^ =area of tensile and compressive reinforcement in 
flexural members respectively
a =coefficient used in Ag=M/(ad); constant
B rwidth of the folded plate structure
C =cement; carryover factor
Cn,n+1 =carryover factor from joint n to joint n+1
c =constant; subscript referring to concrete
D.F =distribution factor
^n,ntl ^stress distribution factor at joint n of plate n+1
d ^effective depth of flexural member
e^,e^ =longitudinal strain in the plates at top, at bottom
E «modulus of elasticity
F,f ^function
FEM =fixed end moment
fg =stress in concrete
f^ ' =ultimate compressive strength of concrete by stand­
ard test
fc" =0.85 f ’
f^ zbalanced stress at joint n
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SYMBOLS AKD NOTATIONS - continued;
fg = stress in tensile reinforcement
f ’ = stress in compressive reinforcement in flexural
members
f^" = assumed flexural tensile stress of concrete
f ' = split cylinder tensile ultimate strength of concrete
by standard test
fy = yield strength of reinforcement
f^ =ultimate strength of reinforcement
h =• plate height (slab span)
h' =edge plate height
= moment of inertia of the cross-sectional area of 
plate n about the centroidal axis perpendicular to 
the plate height h
i =l/(l-jd/e)
j -ratio of distance between resultants of compressive
and tensile stresses to effective depth
Kj,K^ =longitudinal stiffness and transverse stiffness
k =ratio of distance between extreme fiber and neutral
axis to effective depth; constant
L =structure span length
Mn = longitudinal bending moment of plate n
=transverse end moment at joint n of plate n+1
=transverse moment at joint n
N^ rlongitudinal shearing force at joint n
n =ratio of modulus of steel (Eg) to that of concrete
(Eq) (modular ratio) or subscript referring to joint
20 =.sum of perimeters of bars
p =steel percentage =As/bd
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS - continued:
pcf =pounds per cubic foot
plf =pounds per linear foot
psf,psi =pounds per square foot; pounds per square inch
Pn,n+1 =plate load per linear foot on plate n+1 at joint n
p^ =plate load per linear foot on plate n
R =rise of a folded plate structure
r^ =reaction at joint n
S^ =sectional modulus of plate n
SWG -Steel Wire Gage
S =subscript referring to steel; scale factor
t =plate thickness in a folded plate structure
U =ultimate load capacity of a section
u =bond unit stress; subscript referring to ultimate
V =total shear force; coefficient of variation
Vg =-shear carried by concrete
V =shearing stress
w =unit weight in pcf; uniformly distributed load in
plf
=the angle between plates n and n+1 at joint n 
An ^relative joint displacement of plate n
^deflection of plate n 





SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS - continued:
^  =10“̂
t/ =Poisson's Ratio
^  =standard deviation
=the angle between plate n and the horizontal
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PROGRAM LDDFN, NONLINEAR BEAM THEORY
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1 FORMAT ,b / 30 h TABLE 1. CONTROL DATA //
1 4ÜH NOM SECTION INCS # 15, /
2 40H MAX ALLOWABLE COMP STRAIN » 1EI0.3, /
3 48H DELTA PHI VARIES, /
5 40H SPAN 1E10.3, /
4 40H DEPTH 1E10.3, /
5 48H WIDTH VARIES, /
4 4ÜH A # 1E10.3, /
4 4ÜH B # 1E10.3, /
5 22H BEAM NÜMBÊR ,I5,/<
2 FORMAT^// 42H TABLE 2. PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIALS //
1 35H CONG CYLINDER STRENGTH # 1E10.3, /
2 3bH K FOR FPPC # K * fPC # 1E10.3, /
i 35H STEEL YIELD POINT %BOT< » IEI0.3, /
4 35H STEEL YIELD POINT 3T0P< # IEIO.3, /
5 35H STEEL MUD OF ELASTICITY # 1EI0.3, / <
1441 F0RMAT4//I7X,5H SPAN,7X,5H XINC,6X,5H P ,10X,2HWU,9X,3H A ,9X,3H 
1 8 ,6X,4HM/MY/<
1443 FORMATS/ 4X,8ri RUTS41<,6X,4HTRH1,7X,5H TRHM,6X,9H TRIM241<,4X,6H T 
1 Y S K , 6 X , 7 m TYS27<,5X,7H T Y S 4 K , 5 X , 7 H  TY%B4<,5X,7H T Y 2 8 K  //<













ES # F S 8 I S 2 < / E S B U 2 <
WRITE S3,1<NSI,EPSMAX,SPAN,H, A,B,NST6 
WRITE S3,2<FPC,ZK3,FSBI%4<,FSTI%4<,ES 
WRITE S3,jl<
31 FORMAT S//23H PLACEMENT OF CONCRETE//<
WRITE S3,12<2AC0NC%I<,I#1,NSI<
H S T ? K # S H / 2 .







32 FORMAT %///20H PLACEMENT OF STE£L//<
WRITE 43,12<%AST3I<,I»i,NSI<
WRITE%3,19<











OU 301 IrfL.NSI 











































118 IF % E Y L D * l . l - b S ü I % 4 « 8 8 6 8 , 8878, 8878 
8863 PH1#PHISD£LPHI 
GO 10 104
8878 IF %EYLD-ESBI%4«8o58,b848,8848 
8858 DELPHI#.ÜGÛOOI 
P H U P H U D c L P H l  
GO TO 104 
8848 IF ïtPST-cPSCUN<8828,8838,8838 
8838 DELPHI#.0001
PHI#PHILDELPHl 
GO TO 104 
8828 DELPHI#.0000b 
PHIèPHI&DELPHl 
GO TO 104 
1103 WRITE <3,1003<M









445 FORMAT %13X,23HMAX RESISTING MOMENT # ,E12.5,14H 
lllH ON CURVE.//13X,15HYIELO MOMENT # ,E12.5<
WRITE 23,999<
WRITE%3,497<
497 FORMAT 4l2X,5n ZMOM, 15X,5HRATI0,15X,4H P H K  



















































7076 GO ru 4010 









3076 GO rO 4010
3077 RUT%K<#X 
3080 CONTINUE




WRITE43 ,1 4 4 4 < K U T S 4 K ,  TRril, T R H M , TR1H«41<, IY « K  , TY?2 7<,TY%41<,TY%54< 
l,TY%8l<
1444 FORMAI 41X,9E12.4<





























20 FPPT#-O.Jd*FPC —  -
ÉPTtfaO.üDJl 









DU 99 J»1,NSI 
300 EPS#EP34HSr&J<*PHI
IF %AST%J<*EPS<1Ü2,150,202 





107 FS#FSTI«i-i<CiEPS-ESTI-gi-l«*2FSTUl<-FSTI iI-l«/S£STljgI<-ESTI?I-l 
1«
GU TU 150 
202 DO 210 1*1,10
IF 4EPS-cSBl%I<<207,206,210 
210 CONTINUE 
206 F S # F S 8 U I <
GU Tü 150















ÜÜ 2 K#2,MIN 
00U2 R%K<*%L,/12.ü<*%DT%K-i<UlÜ.0*0TiK<&0TaK&i«






























































PROGRAM YIT 3, FOLDED PLATE THEORY CONSIDERING 
RELATIVE JOINT DISPLACEMENT
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FMa20<»AL%20< —  ■ 
FEM%20,2<,ZER220,2<
3






























OC 9 Idl,N 
APL#AL3I<
A F L * A P L * % X 2 I < / Z % I «












1 S M % 6 «




0157 FCRMAT S24H CONTINUITY SHEARS-BASiC/<
WRITE 3 3 , I57<
VC%1<#0.0
VC%2<#0.0






























0020 CALL PLCAÛ2P«J<,PF«L<,PF*K<,XÎJ<,Y«J<,Z«J<,X?JP<,Y?JP<,Z?JP« 
PF%5<#*Z^3</Y%3«*P%3<*%-1.<














A 1 * % % - 2 . 0 < * Z % 1 « / % 3 . 0 * S % 1 «



































ÜÜ24 C L 0 3 J < # % S P A N * S PAN/29.6*EC*Z3J «<*3VS%L<-VS%K«

















CALL WiLLY%X%K,Y4I<,X%M<,Y%M<,CLD%I<,CLD%M<,DIS%L<,DIS%K<, I1%L<, 
1J13L<,I1%K(,J1%K<<
0026 CONTINUE
0251 FCRMAT S28H WILLIOT ûISPLACEMENTS-BASIC/<
WRITE %3,251<
O I S 3 K # 0 . 0
WRITE 43,I5<%DIS%K,I*1,6<
0352 FCRMAT %26H DELTA BY L FOR SLOPE ü£FL/<
WRITE %3,352<
RCT^K^C.C 













0029 FCKMAT 213H ÛEFL MUM£NTS/<
WRITE 43,29<
0060 WRITE a3,15<%DEFM%I<,I#l,6<



















WRITE % 3 , 2 5<%C1P%K, I#1,N<


















































DÜ 34 J#1,N 
L#2*J 
K#L“ 1
0034 C l L D % J < # a SPAN*SPAN/%PI*PI*EC* Z3J<«*%VlS%L<-VlS%K«






























CALL S I G 2 a x % I ( , Y % I < , D l I S % J < , i i % J < , J l % J < , R 2 <
0037 R10T%i<A%R16R2</Z%I<
WRITE %3,25<%R10T%I<,I#1,N<






U039 FORMAT %25H DEFL MOMENTS-UNIT LOAD A/<
WRITE 23,39<
0040 WRITE <3,15<401EFM%I<,I#1,6<















































C l # % B 2 * e 4 < - % B 5 * 6 1 <
C3#%B3*Ü4<-%Ü7*B1<






































iL<,J13L<,I13K<, J 1 % K «
0046 CONTINUE



















0049 FCRMAT %25H DEFL MÜMÊNTS-UNIT LOAD B/<
WRITE %3,49<
0050 WRITE 33,15<202EFM3I<,I*1,6<














C PARTICULAR LÜAD CASE A
P A R A % K # ^ D 1 V % 2 < &D1V%3<&<-1.0<* C1P%1«
PARA%2<#%DlV%4<&0iV%5<&!(-1.0<*ClP%2«
C PARTICULAR LOAD CASE B
PARB%1<#$02V%2<&D2V%3<&%-1.0<*C2P%1«
PARB%2<#%02V%4<&D2V%5<6%-1.0<*C2P%2«
C CCEFFiCIfcMS FOR BASIC PLUS A PLUS B
CCA#2«-l.C<*EFB%l<«PARB«2<&PAR8%i«'fcFB?2«/?PARA%I«‘PARB?2<&%-l .0< 
1 $ P A R B 3 K * P A R A % 2 «  
C0B#%%-1.0<*PARA%1<*EFB%2<CEF6%1<*PARA%2«/%PARA%1<*PARB%2<&%-1.0< 
1 *PARB%1<»PARÀ%2«




C FINAL PLATE STRESSES
OC ICO 1*1,6,1
0100 SIG%I<*VS%I<&C0A*V1S%I<&CÜB*V2S%I<
0101 FORMAT 321H FINAL PLATE STRESSES/<
WRITE 33,101<
WRITE 33,13<3SIG^K,I*1,6<
C FINAL TRANSVERSE MOMENTS
OC 102 1*1,6,1
0102 FM%I<#SM%I<&DEFM%K&COA*U1EFM%I<&COB*D2EFM%I<







DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/360 FORTRAN 360N-F0-451 21
SUBROUTINE WILLY%A,B,D,E,Z1,Z2, 
iZZl,ZZ2,li,Jl,I2,J2<










































GC TO 50 
0063 Il#-1
GC TO 50 


















GC TO 125 
0125 IF ÜE<1C4,105,106






















GC TO 150 
12*0
GC TU 150 
I2*-l 





SUBROUTINE S L ODEF« SKI,SK2,SK3,F 12,f2 1 ,F23, 
1F32,F34,F43,RS1,RS2,RS3,BM12,6M21,BM23, 
1BR32,BM34,8M43<





















DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/360 FORTRAN 360N-FO-451 21
SUBROUTINE PL0AD%P3,P1,P2,H1,V1,ZI, 
lh2iV2,22<


















GC TO 100 
0013 RCD#%-1.0<*Z 
GC TO 100
0002 IF %B<21,12,23 
0021 IF %II<211,12,213 
0211 RC0#%-1.0<$Z
GC TC 100 
0213 RCOWZ
GC TO 100 
0023 IF %II<231,12,233 
0231 HCD#Z
GO TO ICO 
0233 R0U#%-1.0<$Z 
GC TO 100
0003 IF %JJ<31,12,33 
0031 RGD*%-I.O<*Z















GU TU ICO 
CÜ02 IF %B<21,12,23 
0021 IF %I1<211,12,213 
0211 RODrfZ
GC TO ICO 
0213 RCD4%-1.0<*Z 
GU TU ICO 
0023 IF %II<23I,12,233 
0231 RCD#%-1.0<*Z 
GC TO ICO 
0233 KCOdZ
GU TO 100 
0003 IF 3JJ<31,12,33 
0031 KGOXZ
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